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Fun,Fun,Fun 
The Beach Boys 
Betsy Grant, Meli a Harriman, Amy ++ 
Other & Abby Curti . 
Alison Bayer & Karen Rosebush. +++ 
Girls Softball. + 
Tim Holmberg & Gunn MacDonald. + ++ 
Jr. High athletic fans. + 
Play day balloon tos . + + 
4 
++Mike Boucher. 
+++ Laura Hoovler, Jody Eddy, Rayette 
Bra Jette & Liza Marzilli. 
++Andy Galeati, Drew Cota, Dave Best. 
+ The Football Game Crowd. 
+ Phy Ed. Cia . 
5 
Walk of Life 
Dire Straits 
On Sunday, June 16, 1991, Seniors began the final 
march into the OHS gymnasium, to bid farewell to 
their high school years and embark on a journey into 
the future. To them we wish successfu I endeavors and 
fu lfillment of dreams. Commencement exercises 
were highlighted by class leaders Kristin Veeder, Jeff 
Jacobs and Sherry Abbott. 
6 
+++ Angie Nevell searches for Mom's camera in the 
crowd. 
+++ Steph Tyrell and Travis Tara. 
++ Superintendent Moreau hands daughter Anne 
her diploma. 
+ The Procession. 
+ eniors wait patiently for the big moment. 
Brian Wood and Danny Cota 
aftershot. 
+ Milva Bogado receives her diploma 
from her high school away from home. 
+ Joey ota escorts ate Di'Pompo. 
++ Beth Everett and Leslie Zane po~e. 
7 
(You Look) Wonderful Tonight 
The Black Bear Inn hosted the 1991 Prom 
fe . tivities on the 25th of May. The building 
was illuminated with a look of elegance as 
silvers, blue and pinks transformed a banquet 
room into a ball room. Four pillars surrounded 
the corners of the dance floor as King and 
Queen undance Campbell and Steph Tyrell 
waltzed. When the clock struck twelve the 
swish of tafetta and satin disappeared. The 
room was hushed and the balloons were taken 
home with the memories. 
8 
Prom King Sundance Campbell + 
and Queen Steph Tyrell, waltz on 
the dance floor. 
Andy Willette make preparations + 
for the big night. 
Beth Halteman makes sure Karen ++ 
Murray and heila Nazzaro are 
doing thing right. 
Rayette Bra lett and Kent +++ 
Commeau pose. 
Eric Clapton 
+ Jody Eddy and Darci Umel fla h a look of el-
egance. 
++Leanne Warner, Sheila Nazzaro, Alison Bayer, 
and Jen Tyler pose their best for the big night. 
+ Talking among themselves, Adam Hasey and 
Angela Turner turn to get admired. 
+ Dave Be t and Kristen Coffey "Freeze Frame" 
+ Charlie Poole, Andrew Bayer, and Paul Devoe -
"the three amigos" - await their muchacha . 
9 
Prom Night 
Overwhelmed by the excitement, Jay Vetelino and + 
Jon Hume sit down and relax. 
Andrew Bayer and Wendy Robb look on as Ben Dane 
tries his best to wake up a dozing Jocie Badger.+ 
Jo h Scheartl with date Li a Wicks stand-by for a ++ 
quick snapshot. 
The photographer catches a memorable moment of + 
friendship between, Holly St. Germain, Liza Marzilli, 
and Casey Watts. 
Drew Cota and Kathy Walsh pose before appearing + 
on the dance floor. 
10 
+ Once upon a time ... Melanie Tremblay and Denni Bean. 
+ B.J. Hews and Jody Eddy (Hews) await the big event. 
++Brian Lunt and Jody Goodwin smile for a friend with a 
camera. 
+ Passing time before the prom Dana Ventura ancl Andy Willette 
tand by for a picture. 
+ Sara Opitz and Mike Inman pose for the photographer. 
++ Simon Borodko, in tux and tie escort Dawn Reese to dance floor. 
II 
GREASE IS THE WORD ... is the word ... is the word ... 
The 199l pring Musical "Grease" was a huge su~cess. Tom 
Lo&an directed the large cast of over 50 people wllh the help 
of tne brilliant ndrea Wilkes who choreographed the entire 
show. Terr) Henry provided musical directiOn and a few cool 
licks on the piano. 
The show was double cast because of the la.I);c pool of talent 
that OH provided. Anoie evells and Amy Wlodarski played 
Sandy. opposite Ryan White as Danny. They were supported 
by: Beth Plissey, usan Murphy. Leah Tysse. Li.Ta Flemming, 
Isis Bell- mith. llilary Folger. Amy Torrey, teph Tyren . 
Rick Sechrest. Steve Pagc.Jo'hn Munson. undanceCampbell. 
and Chris Raugh. Who can for&et Ryan's rendition of the 
drive-in movie song, Jesse Fielo's Beaut) chool Dropout 
number,llilary and John\ dancing. Margaret Hallee's charac-
ters disposition. Kathy Walsh 's hilarious antics. Joey ota's 
smooth talking OJ p_erformance, the cat fight between Isis. 
Amy. Angie and Hllar), and food lover LI!-a Flemmmg. 
Thanks to Josh Horton and Dan Cota for hghtmg (mmus the 
set that broke). Finn Riley for sound (unless. of course, the mic 
happened to break). and my Am1strong - coslllme woman 
extraordinaire. 
Chris Benjamin, Ellen Ewankow, Michelle ++ 
Butler and Mary Jane Matilla rehearse their 
steps. 
Main ca t- John Munson, Hilary Folger, Angie + 
Nevells, Ryan White and Amy Wlodarski. 
Rick Sechrest look at the camera, waiting for + + 
another snapshot. 
Ryan White, Marv Jane Matilla, Liz Thompson, + 
· Clair Butenbah, undance Campbell, Steph 
Tyrell and Amy Torrey gather around the piano 
before the final act. 
Ryan White, Chris Benjamin, John Munson and + 
teve Page as "The Hoods." 
12 
Joey Cota- show us your muscles. + 
Chris Ruge "Let there be light!" ++ 
Frankie Vallee 
Ro" I: Alli'on Baycr.Enn Monbcrg.M•chcllc Butler.Andrca Pcarcc.Katc Perry .Isis Bell Smith.Beth pcnccr. Rtm 
2: Chris Clukcy.Joc) Cota.Kristic Locke.Mih a Bogado undancc Campbcii.Marsha Thcrricn.Stcvc Page .Josh 
Honon.EIIcn E\\anko.Bch) Grant.Mary Jane Mat ilia. anessa Malcolm.Rm' 3: Ben nderson.Rid, cchrcst.t\m) 
Wlodarski.Ryan Wh nc.Angic cvdls.Amy Torrcy.Chris Rugc .Chns Bcnjamm. Rm' 4: John 1unson.Lita 
Flemmmg.Susan Murphy.Lcah Tyssc.Bcth Piissc) .I filar) Folgcr.Margarct Halle). tcphamc Ty rei I. 
+ + Amy Torrey and Finn Riley go 
over their lme one final time. 
+ Hilary Folger belts do"'n the old 
bro\~n bag with Amy Wlodarski 
and Beth Plissey. 
+++ Ben Anderson pauses to "get a 
grip" on the rhythm. 
++ Leah Tys e sings her heart out 
while Beth Pli sey sleeps. 
+ Mar ha Therrien and Vanessa 
Malcolm look ready for the how. 
++ Amy Wlodarski and Ryan White-
alone at last. 
13 
You've Got A Friend 
14 
Kurt Mabie and Valerie Kel haw. ++ 
Amy Yerxa, Jody Eddy, Jocie Badger, Liza +++ 
Marzilli, Rayette Brasslette. 
Amy Armstrong and Liza Flemming. ++ 
Charlie Poole and Daniel Bean. + 
Jen Pellett and Sagun Pendse. + 
James Taylor 
+ Julie Cameron, Aimee Small, 
Angie Turner, arah Chase and 
Brandee Trask. 
++ + Amy Hakola and Lori Denis. 
++ BJ Hews and Jody Eddy. 
+Amy Yerxa and Heta Togiaso. 
++ Mike Inman, BJ Hews, Senora 
Fuente , Josh Horton. 
++Carolyn Roundy, Kevin Barker, 
Jen Benard. 
15 


Get A Leg u Rn CougarMellancamp 
The 1991 Girls Spring Track team 
was led by a number of outstanding 
athletes. We toiled, we wveated, we 
did funny looking form drills, and we 
R . We ran alot. We ran around in 
circle'-.. Many circles. We attained 
high levels of speed while running. 
o one was ever really sure why we 
were running - no one was chasing 
us, we weren 't chasing anyone, but 
run we did . All in all, it wa<, a produc-
tive and extremely fun season. We 
weren't state champions, but hey, we 
~rere color coordinated. 
Karen Ro ebush holds her + 
breath as she hurls herself 
ove1· the crossbar. 
Jen Pellett throws the discus ++ 
at an unsuspecting photogra-
pher. 
Girls Spring Track 
Row I: Missy Ketchen, Abigail Curtis, llison Dogherty, Lynn Curtis, Andrea Pearce, Amy Wlodarski, Leah Tysse, 
Row 2: Katrina Opit;, Karen Rosebu'>h, Li1 Thompson, Li1a Flemming, Ragan Elsemore, Melanic Tremblay, Raycttc 
Brasselett, Row 3: Coach id Dijak,Coach Beth Spencer,Coach Joe Gallant, Laura Hoovler, Marcia Therrien, Casey Watts, 
Holly St. Germaine, Jenn Bernard, Sarah Opitz, Coach Gerhard Skall, Coach Bill Meehan. 
18 
++ Mike Inman, Steve Page, 
Mark mith, and Luke 
Stin on give Alii on 
Doughe1·t}, Katrina Opitz, 
Liza Flemming, and Liz 
Thompson a foot. 
+ Leah Tv se finalh make it 
over the last hurdle (wonder if 
he won?!). 
+Holly St. Germaine look on 
while tretching her quad. 
19 
Running o0 
wn A 
Tom Petty 
Dream 
The OHS Boys Spring Track Team owes a lot of its success to the strength of its enior members. Although Orono did not 
have a very good performance at the state meet at Colby College, they still had a traditional bloom at the Eastern Maine 
meet held at their home field in Orono. As always, the temperatures were blistering, and it was tough on the athletes. But 
thanks to the upport of the fans, Orono took a strong second place finish against a very young and powerful Maranacook 
team. The only first place finish for Orono was recorded by the boys 4 x 400 relay team, and many athletes had some of the 
best personal records in the history of Orono track. Overall, the season went very well. Winning isn't everything. 
Sundance Campbell makes his way over + 
the pole vault bar, with great force. 
Shawn Hews contemplates a safe landing + 
before clearing the bar. 
Boys Spring Track 
Row I: Lucas Stinson, Kent Commeau, Drew Cota, Ryan LaChance, Andrew Brown, Ryan Tie, Shawn Hews, Ethan Wardwell, Josh 
Scheartl, Sean Murphy, Row 2: Coach Beth Spencer, Mark Severance, Eirik Kellogg, Finn Riley, Chris Ruge, Mike Inman, Jeff Walker. 
Rick Sechrest, Justin Jamison, Ernie Mudget, Row 3: Coach Sid Dijak, Sundance Campbell, Oliver Lucia, Steve Page, Matt Sucec, Scott 
Hume, Mark Smith, Dan Rowe, Ryan White, Khoi Bullion, Row 4: Coach Gerhard Skall , Coach Joe Gallant, Matt Perry, Rob Yerxa, Pat 
Murphy, Scott Ismail, Jason Seymore, Travis Taylor, Coach Cliff McCormick, Coach Bill Meehan. 
20 
+++ On your mark. Get et. GO!" 
Luke Stinson, Mike Inman, and 
Steve Page spring from the 
starting blocks. 
++ Josh Scheartl flie through the air 
with the greate t of ease. 
+ + Pat Murphy warm up for the big 
throw. 
+ Jeff Walker prepares him elf for 
the final stretch of the race. 
+ Infinity .... 
21 
Great Balls of Fire 
Jerry Lee Lewis 
The sweet monotonous sound of the green te nnis ball brushing 
the court, the squeak of new tennis shoes, and the call of the score 
ringing out. 
Thi ·year's tennis team was coached by Kelley Swift and Greg 
Philbrick, who led us to our victories. The boys tennis team had 
a remarkable year and the girls held their own. Jesse fields was 
voted MYP and Josh Anchors was selected the Mostlmproved 
player. 
Off the court fun times were also had. Who could forget the huge 
grass fight, trips to the hockey shed, and the pizza banquet? 
Terrific Mary Neubauer pounds her opponent into the + 
court. 
Monica Puri look for her beloved Russian, as Dana + 
Ventura nibbles on her fingernails. 
Row I: Kim Brown. Beth Plisse)', Monica Puri. Milva Bogado, Michelle Butler, Row 2: Mall Kleban, Mickey Davidson, John Bauschall. 
Jon Jin Zeph. Dana Ventura, Row 3: Mary eubauer, Angali Puri, Amy Oliver, Ellen Ewankow, Claire Butenbah, Row 4: Coach Greg 
Philbrick, Paul Devoe, Danny Wagner, Hussain Sader, Jesse Fields, Josh Anchors, Aubrey Ingraham, Coach Kelley Swift. 
22 
+ Aubrey Ingraham ghe<, a huge overhand 
sma<,h. 
+ John Bauschatz makes a fabulous return. 
++ Angali Puri shoots one ()\Cr the net. 
++ O\\ THAT'S a sene, Jon Jin Zeph! 
23 
CENTERFIELD 
John Fogarty 
The Orono ·oflball team had its ups and down , but still managed to finish with an 8- 8 record. Second 
year coach Mary adeau saw her team improve from a 4- 12 finish the year before. Although the team 
will lose valuable seniors, there is an abundance of strength and talent coming up in next season's 
. ophomores and juniors, and seniors. Weather permitting, spring 1992 will provide a fun and challenging 
·eason for the Lady Riots. 
Coach Mary Nadeau "hisses" at the bench. 
Shelley Tyrell grins while she and Dawn 
Gagnon prepare a nasty trick to pull on Coach 
Nadeau. 
Softball Team 
Row I: Liza Marzilli, Stephanie Tyrell, Angie Zeigler, Lori Young, Kristen Veeder, Beth Halteman, Sara Gardner, 
Row 2: Dawn Gagnon, Amy Yerxa, Darcie Umel, Jodi Eddy, Jen Smith, Shelley Tyrell, Julie Cameron, Row 3: Assistant 
Coach, Kristen elson, April Collins, Melissa Webb, Kathy Abbott, Amy Garland, Faye Woodcock, Coach Mary Nadeau. 
24 
+ Winding up, Jen Smith stretches he•· forearm. 
+ From the disco at night, to the ballfield b~ da), Kath) 
A bboH is fore' er polishing her moHs. 
++ Amy Ye.-xa and Jody Edd} get ready for another '"in . 
.,. Just a hop, skip, and a''a), Lol'i Young jumps to grab 
a grounder. 
+++ "Seeeeafe!" Jod' Edd, heat., the ball to second 
base. · · 
25 
Sultans of Svvi ng DireStraits 
The Orono Red Riots 1991 baseball team had a record of 
3 - 12 -I. But don't let the statistics mislead you . Although 
the team didn't rack up many wins, most of the losses could 
have gone either way for this talented and competitive 
squad. This may be the team to watch in upcoming seasons. 
Jeff Shorette demonstrates "good posture" while + 
riding the bucket and resting hi arm. 
Zac Pelleriti swing hard. + 
Baseball Team 
Row 1: Buddy Webb, Andy Willette, Shane Tyrell, Eddy Hall, Chad ddy, Ron Preble, Marc Halstead, Zac Pelleriti, 
Row 2: Coach Pelleriti, Chris Benjamin, Jeff Shoretle, David Best, Mitch Stone, ate Ballard, Jay Yetelino, John Hume, 
John Whibey, Marc Thibodeau, Coach Garland, Coach Gonyar. 
26 
++jay Vetelino slide into the bag, "toasting" the 
third baseman. 
++ Chri Benjamin think long and hm·d on what to 
do with that ball in his glove. 
+ As Mitch Stone hurls the ball, had Eddy awaits 
yet another strikeout. · 
+ Shane Tyrell pra}S to the "homerun god " that 
thi \\ill be his pitch. 
27 
Amy Yerxa + 
Jay Vetelino + 
Marcia Therrien ++ 
Andrea Pearce ++ 
Josh Scheartl +++ 
Jon Hume ++++ 
Sara Gardner +++ 
Mark Smith & Drew Cota +++ 
Lori Young & Jody Eddy +++++ 
28 
+ Member of track team 
+ + Terry O'Neal 
++ Mitch Stone 
+ Darcie Umel 
+++ + Rayette Bras lette & Melissa Ketchen 
+ + Leah Tysse 
+++Eirik Kellog & Shawn Hews 
+++++ Dawn Gagnon 
+++Ernie Mudget 
29 


PUSH 
PUSH IT!! 
PUSH IT!! 
PUSH IT!! 
PUSH IT!! 
PUSH IT!! 
PUSH IT!! 
The 1991 Field Hockey Team ended 
their eason 13 - 5. Head coach Dodi 
Saucier, the first coach to lead the team to 
a tate champion hip title, will be adly 
missed after her retirement in 1991. The 
team proved themselves to still be trong 
after losing many valuable players from 
the previous year. With a new head coach 
and many ski lled player returning, the 
Red Riots will surely ucceed in years to 
come. 
Jocie Badger, Sara Gardner, and Kayte Poulsen pose ++ 
for the camera. 
Karen Rosebush tries to knock over her opponent and 
get to the ball. + 
Ali on Bayer gets clo er to the ground to make sure she + 
hits the ball right where she wants it. 
32 
IT!! 
Salt N' Pepper 
+ Shelly Tyrell prepares to send the ball 
across the field. 
Missy Ketchen runs down the field 
+ preparing to add another goal to her 
list. 
Girls Field Hockey Team 
Row I: Jennifer Wlodarski, Missy Phillip , Mandy Manzo, Amy Cota, Kei ha Hart, Kelly Locke. Amy Armstrong. Amy 
Taylor, Row 2: Kate Perry, Monica Puri, Shelly Tyrell, Melanie Tremblay, Willow Wetherall, Kathy Abbott, Ellen 
Ewankow, Amy Oliver, Meli sa Ketchen, Kristen Nelson, Dana Ventura. Laurie Slater, Row 3: Coach Mary adeau, Brook 
Monberg, Jocie Badger, Alison Bayer, Sara Gardner. Kayte Poulsen, Karen Ro ebush, Amber Gagnon. Coach Dodi Saucier. 
33 
Break On 
The '91 Orono football Team began the season with 
high expectations. II of the "experts" had picked 
Orono to repeat as state champions. They had every 
intention of doing , o. Early season games against 
Brewer and Winslow, former Class "A" teams, left 
little doubt that the Riots were the class of the LTC, 
as they beat both teams convincingly. The grand 
finale came when the two undefeateds - Old Town 
and Orono - met in what Coach Lucy called "The 
most anticipated high school football game I've ever 
seen." The Riots . pan ked Old Town 53- 14(00PS!). 
Three weeks later the two teams met again, the 
winner earning a trip to the state championship. Let's 
make this quick, maybe it will be less painful. Orono 
lost 6- 0. This year's seniors, who were the first four 
year players for coach Lucy, ended with a career 
record of 36- 6. Things cou ld have been worse. 
Joe Oullette concentrates on his playing + 
moments before a game. 
Jay Vetelino: "Return from the playing + 
field.'' 
Through 
The Doors 
Orono Football Team 
Row I: Tom Anderson, Leo Brown, Oliver Lucia, Pat Murphy. Andy Galeati, Dave Be'ot, Sundance Campbell. Jay Vetelino, Andy Willene, B.J. Hews. 
Dennis Bean, Mark Severance, Ron Preble, Joe Oulleue, Row 2: Jason Lilly, Re~gie Glidden, Israel Grant, Jimbo Myers, Jeff Shorelle, Chris Benjamin, 
Kent Commeau. Keith Prescott. Ben Garth"'aite, Jeffrey White. Larry Burns, Th1rd Row: red Robbins, Larry oyes, Andrew Brown. Odin Dwyer, Sagu 
Pcndse. Drew ota, Steve Goodell, Ryan LaChance, Mall llakola, Row 4: : John Dondero, harram Tadayyon, Shane Tyrell, Zac Pclleriti, John Libby. 
Shawn Hews, Greg Pinkham, Mall Chambers. Row 5: Jeff MacDonald, Chris Thurlow, Buddy Webb, Erik Junkins, Robbie inclair. Dean Boudreau, Ro11 
6: Manager Ryan Haines, Eric Wentworth, Mall evells, John Parker, James Dyamant, Manager Kurt Bishop, Row 7: Coach rchcr, Coach Paul, Coach 
Garland, Coach Lucy. Coach Bouton, Coach Digravio. 
34 
++ The football team gather for an "after" game-talk. 
+ + Coach Lucy give his team a cheer of approval. 
+ Jay Vetelino, Andy Galeati, Sundance Campbell, Andy 
Willette, and Dave Best stand by for a victory photo. 
+ Pat Murphy blocks the opponent to make a safe runwa. for 
Zac Pelleriti. 
35 
(Can't Get No ... ) 
SATISFACTION 
The Rolling Stones 
Considering the OHS girls soccer team's Bangor Daily ews 
feature debut, setting a state record record for ties, and their 
intangible team spirit, one cannot help but call the '91 fall season 
a success, despite the Jack of post season action. 
With a completely new and rearranged starting line, the defense 
had their dance in the sun, as only five goals were put pa, t the 
golden hands of their senior keepers. The team's offense carried 
the ball well and played a hard running game. 
Manager Heta Togiaso and her "mates" off the field helped 
encourage the team through the traumas of stolen goals, treach-
erous fields, sundry injuries, and a few exhilirating wins. 
Darcie Umellooks on while Holly St. Germaine maneu- +++ 
vers cleanly through the field ... NOT! 
The senior quad (L-R) Row 1: Beth Halteman, Darcie ++ 
Umel, Liza Marzilli, Amy Yerxa, Row 2: Marcia 
Therrien, Holly St. Germaine, Casey Watts, Jenn 
Pellett, Liza Flemming. 
Laura Hoovler dribbles down the field with the ball. ++ 
Jen Pellett makes a great move as she cruises by an + 
MDI player. 
Liza Marzilli, Laura Hoovler, and Amy Yerxa coura- + 
geously defend their "ties". 
36 
Var ity Girls Soccer Team 
+ Beth "Beer' Halteman pounds the ball 
away from the goal. 
+ Marcia Therrien uses her tricky foot-
work in a sticky situation. 
++ While running to the ball, Amy 
Wlodarski collides with her defender. 
Row I: Abigail Curtis, Michelle Butler, Allison Dougherty, Erin Monberg, Leah Tysee, ndrea Pearce, my Wlodar ki. 
Row 2: Elizabeth Levy, Annie Jaeckel, Dawn Gagnon, Liza Marzilli, Beth Halteman, Ragan Elsemore. Rayette Bra Jette. 
April Collins, Melissa Webb, Cheryl Zoerheide, Jodi Eddy, Darcie Umel, Emily VanAllen, Heta Togia o, Ro~ 3: Coach 
Emily, Becky Bickford, Liza Flemming, Amy Yerxa, Casey Watts, Holly St. Germaine, Laura Hoovler. Marcia Therrien, Jen 
Pellett, Jessica Wood, Ricki Jaeckel, Shannon Dutton, Coach Sid Dijak. 
37 
Hit Me With Your Best Shot 
The Orono boys varsity soccer team continued ib fine tradition by making the 
playoffs for the third straight year, with a record of I 0- 4- I. The team strived 
to prove its worth with a talented but inexperienced squad. A huge graduating 
class forced players with no varsity experience into key roles. The playoffs were 
a goal, only the team believed this could be reached. Overshadowed by teams of 
the past, this team in actuality may have been one of the best. The season had 
many highlights, including only the second victory over Ellsworth, and a win 
over undefeated Bangor. The season ended with a disappointing I -0 loss at 
Dover Foxcroft in the Eastern Quarterfinals. "Boot it Leon!" The 1992-1993 team 
will return with an experienced group of players. and a strong up and coming JV 
squad. The Riots will look for success by making the playoffs once again. 
Pat Benetar 
Junior Varsity Boys Soccer 
Row I: Brian Reiling. Chris Bagley, Mike Watson, Paul Mountcastle, Aaron Asimakopoulos, Aaron Rittle, Tom Miller, 
Dave Mountcasle, Chris Furbish, Matt Beaudoin, Row 2: Coach Chris Roy, Greg Markowsky, Rhett Yeakley, Kent Ryan, 
Eric Main, Timmy LePage, Jon Jamison, Matt Schimoller, Clay Enos, Robbie Pyle, Houston Cady, Jeff Brazee, Chris 
Murdoch, Jonathan Robichaud, Jason Crawford, Charles Hite, Coach Larry Berthiaume. 
Varsity Boys Soccer 
Row I: Ricky Sechrest, at Ford, Tim Homberg, Paul Devoe, Marc Thibodeau, Vince Marzilli, Matt We. thoven, ate 
Garwood, Jonas Carlson, Row 2: Justin Jamison, Mike Inman, Jamie Beaudoin, Mickey Davidson, Ira LePage, Jeff Walker. 
Lucas Stinson, Kevin Barker, Sean Murphy, Gisle Stodle, ate Ballard, John Lumppio, Rolf Haudenschild, Andrew Bayer. 
Josh Horton. Kevin Churchill, Aubrey Ingraham, Coach Larry Berthiaume. 
38 
+ Marc Thibodeau gets to the ground to 
save another ball. 
+ Justin Jamison practices with his 
"good" foot. 
+ Coach Berthiaume tands by the 3 captain -Justin Jami on, Jamie 
Beaudoin, and Mike Inman - for a picture. 
+ A photographer catches a pre-game juggle by captain Jamie 
Beaudoin. 
39 
Melissa Ketchen & Sara Gardner. + 
Ricki Jaeckel. + 
Mark Thibodeau. + + 
Andy Galeati & Andy Willette. + + + 
agun Pendse & Sundance Campbell.++ 
Karen Rosebush.++++ 
Marcia Therrien.+++ 
Karen Ro ebush & Amber Gagnon. +++ 
Amy Yerxa. ++++•--------------------------... 
40 
+ Jamie Beaudoin. 
++ Laura Hoovler. 
++ Zac Pelleriti & "Friends". 
+ Dana Ventura . 
....... "Men at Work". 
++ Leah Tysse & Amy Wlodar ki. 
.,..... Erin Monberg. 
++++ + Shelly Tyrell & Alison Bayer. 
41 


SHOUT! 
Tears for Fears 
Melissa Webb and Gary Ketchen say, "Jes ica + 
Curtis, your feet stink!" 
Kim Cunningham prepares for a landing while + 
her squad waits. 
Fall Cheering 
Row 1: Angela Turner, Dawn 
Bickford 
Row 2: Davi Chapman, 
Kimberly Cunningham, 
Valerie Kel haw 
Row 3: Heather Simmons, 
Mi y Ole ky, Coach Tri h 
Sinclair, Dawn Reese, Amy 
Gibney 
44 
Winter Cheering 
Row I: Mandy Manzo, 
Coach Trish Sinclair, 
Kimberly Cunningham 
Row 2: Oavi Chapman, 
Amy Gibney, Je ica 
Curtis 
Row 3: Valerie Kelshaw, 
Gary Ketchen, Melissa 
Webb 
+ + Kim Cunningham prepares for take-off. 
+ Amy Gibney comments on the fact that Davi 
Chapman forgot to shave her legs. 
+ This is what Seniors think of underclass"men" 
(Angie Turner, Valerie Kelshaw, Dawn Bickford 
and Melissa Olesky). 
45 
Life in the 
Fast Lane 
The Eagles 
The 1992 Girls and Boys Swim Teams had a succe sfu l year. 
Although both teams were relatively small in number, they 
proved p werful contenders in both the PVC and State meets . 
Swimmer and divers managed to set school records and achieve 
many per onal be t through their hard work and dedication. 
With only four Senior leaving the team, they hould have no 
problem keeping their competi ti ve spirit alive at Orono High 
School. 
Orono swimmers take a rest after a hard set.+++ 
Missy Phillips pau es for a hort breath. ++ 
Kate Perry and Tim Holmberg talk about the up-+++ 
coming meet while Ricki Jaeckel catches her 
breath. 
Eirik Kellogg races to the finish. + 
Josh Horton in the midst of an award winning dive. + 
46 
Orono High School Girls and Boy Swimming Team 
I: Becky Higenbottom, Kate Perry, ndrea (Pearle) Pearce, Captain 
Marzilli, Holly Phillips, mily Van Allen, Mi y Phillips, Row 2: 
Holmberg, Captain- Josh Horton, Matt Schilmoeller, Ricki Jaeckel , 
Tysse, Erin Monberg, Brooke Monberg, Jon Kill, Row 3: istant 
Marci Deutremont, Lucas Stinson, Jason William , Captain- Eirik 
llogg, Karl Kill , Coach Gary Theriault (Mis ing: Andrea Cyr, Captain -
· Watts) 
+ Casey Watts perfects her back dive. 
+ Brea tstroker Jason Williams in mid-
stroke. 
++Karl Kill plows a trough to victory. 
++ Liza Marzilli prays for divine 
intervention, while Leah Tysse 
wonders if he should do the arne. 
enior Captain 
Eirik Kellogg, Casey Watt , Jo h Horton, 
Liza Marzilli. 
47 
Your Time Is 
Gonna• Come 
Led Zeppelin 
At the half-way point of the season, the Red Riot. hockey team 
had already reached the win total from the previous year. With a 
large group of young talent, the season was met with high 
expectations. The team managed to keep hold of a playoff spot, 
and entered the Ea, tern Maine Class B playoffs for a seventh 
straight year. This year could be . ummed up with one word, 
"Potential." With on ly three Seniors leaving this year, the Riots 
can feel confident of successfu l sea, on to come. 
Justin Jamison executes one of his +++ 
unexpected rushes. 
Goalie Jason Towns takes great ++ 
care in covering the puck. 
Orono High School Hockey Team In an attempt to obtain the puck, ++ 
Andrew Bayer lambasts an unwise 
opponent. 
A ca ualty of war. + 
Row I: Jason Towns, Paul Mountcastle, Chris Thurlow, Chris Furbish, ate 
Garwood, Shane Tyrell, Zac Pelleriti, Marc Hal tead, Row 2: David 
Mountcasle, Matt evell , Vinni Marzilli, Alex Shields, Matt Westhaven, 
Buddy Webb, Row 3: Coach Patch, Chris Murdoch, Judd Moores, Justin 
Jamison, Ron Preble, Andrew Bayer, Sean Murphy, Shahram Tadayyon, 
Coach Sorrel, Coach Berthiaume. 
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+ Marzilli - slapshot! Mountcastle - rebound! 
SCORE! (not) 
+ + Chri Benjamin attempt to help goalie Marc 
Halstead. 
+ Forward Matt Westhoven cleverly raises the 
arch rival's stick in a battle for the puck. 
+Ron Preble (20) prepares to pass to Justin 
Jamison (22) while Sharham Todayyon 
anticipate a rebound. 
+ Shane Tyrell battles it out at the face off 
circle. 
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J 
u 
M 
P! 
This year's Girls Varsity Team has gone through its ups and downs. 
It has been an eventful season, one that has definitely been unique 
and easily et apart from teams in the recent past. This wa a tightly 
knit team, and hopefully next year's team will keep up the spirit and 
loseness. This wa a team on as well as off the court. Coacl'les 
Gardner and Be sey supported us in all our efforts; their continu-
ous positi e word and acknowledgements helped us to be aware 
of our potential. 
Van Halen 
Girl Varsity Basketball Team 
Row I: Holly t. Germaine, mber Gagnon, Jocie Badger, Sara Gardner, Marcia 
Therrien, Jen Pellett, Row 2: Coach Gardner, Jody Eddy, Dawn Gagnon, Amy 
Taylor. Laura Hoovler, Jennifer Baird, Jennifer Smith, Lori Slater, Coach Bessy. 
Girls Junior Var ity Basketball Team 
Ro\\ I: Kri ten el on, li on Bayer, Kathy bbott, Jennifer Dougherty, 
helle) T)re!L my Cota, Row 2: Faye Woodcock, Jodie Mehuren, Lani 
Campbell. Jennifer Barnard, Melanie Trembly, Ragan Elsmore, Amy 
Garland. Coach Le ard 
Jody Eddy- open for a pas . ++ 
Jessica \ ood crambles for po e sion. + 
0 
+ Marcia Therrien and Sara Gardner 
double team the oppo ition. 
+ Amber Gagnon attempts to avoid a foul. 
+ + Orono's Amy Taylor and Marcia Therrien get caught in a 
traffic jam. 
+ Laura Hoovler - guarding again t the ba eline drh e. 
++Shelley Tyrell- on the fly. 
+ Je sica Wood, Jen Pellett and Da" n Gagnon- "Look at all 
the pretty light !" 
White Heat, Red Hot 
Judas Priest 
The Orono boys Varsity Basketball team continued its fine tradition making the 
tournament for the third straigh~ year. The season was highlighted by the team' 
determination to make the trip to Bangor. The Riots finished the regular season 
defeating John Bapst to guarantee a spot in the playoffs. In tournament play. the~ 
met up with the Rockland Tigers who came from behind for the victory. The 
Riots finished their season with a record of 10-9. The underclass will look tc 
continue with their recent success. without the help of six graduating seniors. 
Boys Fre hmen Basketball Team Boys Junior Varsity Basketball 
Row I: John Parker, Matt Beaudoin, Mike Watson, Chris Bagley, 
Kent Ryan, Row 2: Manager Eric Wentworth, Clay nos, Tim 
Row J: Kevin Churchill, Coach Paul, Lucas Stinson, 
Row 2: Robbie Pyle, Richard Harriman, Row 3: Charle1 
Hite, ate Ballard, Lucas Salvage LePage, Eric Main, Aaron Rittal, Coach Gonyer 
+++ Chris Bagley moves to an open spot. 
+ Galeati and Beaudoin in action. 
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.---------~~--~--~~--------~ 
Boys Varsity Basketball Team 
Row I: Greg Brown, Jay Yetelino, Andy Galeati, David Best, Charlie Pook 
Jamie Beaudoin, Row 2: ean Hews, Mark Thibodeau, Kevin Barker. Jerr) 
Wright, Ethan Wardwell, at Ford, John Wihbey 
+ + Jamie Beaudoin attempts to block 
a shot. 
+ Ethan Wardwell keeps track of 
the opponent. 
+ Coach Paul discusses strategy 
during "time-out". 
+ + Kevin Churchill leans to the right 
of the Hermon defen eman as he 
ponder on where to go next. 
++ John Whibey - flying high. 
+ Luca alvage lays it up for "2". 
+ The Orono quad eem 
impre ed \~ith Old To\m' 
jumping abilit}. 
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Take 
/tOn 
The 
Run 
REO Speedwagon 
The Girl 1991 - 1992 Indoor Track 
Team came out surprisingly strong in 
regular eason. With ery few Seniors 
and Juniors, this young team let 
nothing hold them back, beating teams 
unexpectedly and breaking personal 
records every meet. Thi rookie team 
is definitely one to look out for next 
year. 
Karen Rosebush invents a new move for the long ++ 
jump. 
Abby Curtis gives herself a little hug for having a + 
good practice. 
Rayette Brasslett - cruisin'. + 
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+ Amy Wlodarski just can't bear to 
look. 
-+ Annie Jaeckel grits her teeth for a 
big finish. 
Orono High chool 
Girls 
Indoor Track 
Row I: Laurie Roberts, Abby Curtis, Karen 
Ro ebush, Amy Wlodarski, Rayette 
Bra slett, Alison Dougherty 
Row 2: Coach Meehan. Katrina Opitz, 
Annie Jaeck.el, Ellen Ewankow, Heta 
Togiaso, Jen Roberts, Elizabeth Levy, Liza 
Flemming, Missy Ketchen, Coach Gallant 
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B 0 r n to Run Bruce Springstein 
The 1991 - 1992 Boys Indoor Track eason was 
·uccessful. It was difficult for the team to adjust to 
the loss of many ofla t year's Senior anchors, but due 
to the upcoming upperclassmen, the team was well 
rounded. After the Cia of 1992 has graduated and 
gone to run for college, there will be plenty to fill 
their shoe . The long, but quick season paid off for 
most. After the Eastern Championships, it only got 
better. In the Sate Meet, held at Colby College, 
Orono scored only 16 points, but it was enough to 
give them seventh palceoverall, out of 17 teams. The 
boys team is looking for a comeback this spring. 
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Jeff Walker races toward a fast finish! + 
Caught in a traffic jam, Rolf + 
Haudenschild pushe hard to give John 
Bapst a run for their money. 
Chris Ruge pushes it to the limit. ++ 
Orono High School Boy Indoor Track 
Row 1: Richie Coombs, Bryan Reilling, Row 2: John Dondero, Josh 
Anchors, Jeff Parker, Robbie Sinclair, Jeff Walke r, Ric Sechrest, Ro11 
3: Coach Meehan, Andrew Brown, Rolf Haudenschild, Chris Ruge, 
Gisle Stodle, Pat Murphy, Mike Inman , Drew Cota, Coach Gallant. 
+ + Pat Murphy in fine form. 
++ Drew, are you sure that is Orono handing off? 
+ Rounding the curve, Gisle Stodle breezes by the opponents. 
+ Leading the pack, Mike Inman sets the pace. 
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Riots in the box. + 
Justin Jamison. + 
Mike Inman. ++ 
Josh Horton. +++ 
Girls Var ity Basketball. ++ 
Andrew Bayer and Zac Pelleriti. ++++ 
Chris Bagley. ++++ 
Valerie Kelshaw. +++ 
Varsity Hockey players. +++++ 
II ' II 
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+ Girls JV Basketball. 
+ + Gerry Wright and David Best. 
++ Kevin Churchill. 
+ Jen Baird. 
+++ + Amber Gagnon. 
++ Fred Jamison. 
+++ John Wihbey . 
........,++ Eirik Kellogg. 
+++ Liza Marzilli. 
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Holl~ Phillips, \1att Beaudoin and Brooke \1onberg. ++ 
John Seeber, Kip Towns and Aaron Asmikopoulos. +++ 
French Club.+ 
\Vendi Welch & Sarah Chase.+ 
+ Case} \Vatts, :\lickey Davidson, Jocie 
Badger, Erik Kellogg and Susan 1\Iurph)'. 
++ Adam Hase}. 
+ Ms. Stockle) 's Study Hall. 
+++ Dancers from spring musical "Grease". 
++ :\like Simmons. 
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Roberta Fowler 
Health 
Stephen Gardner 
Math 
Ken Stewart 
Math 
Patricia Trask 
Business 
Clifford McCormick 
Math 
Mary Elizabeth Phillips 
Cooperative Education 
SHINY HAPPY PEOPLE 
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Laurence Berthiaume 
Industrial Arts 
John Thomas 
Music 
Sandra Girard 
Physical Education 
Sarah Cummings 
Music 
REM 
Robert Lucy 
Physical Education 
Terrence Henry 
Mu. ic 
Constance Carter 
Life kill 
Benjamin Tupper 
Physics 
Farnham Blair 
English 
Mary Cahill 
Foreign Language 
Kimberly Craver 
Social Studies 
Judith Folger 
Special Education 
Judy Tredwell 
Chemistry 
Thomas Ingraham 
English 
Maria Fuentes 
Foreign Language 
David Dow 
Science 
Alexander McLean 
English 
Julie Rand 
Foreign Language 
Leo Pelleriti 
Social Studies 
Mountain Climbing Teacher -Ben Tupper. Marianna 
tokley, hirley Ellis, cotty Folger and Connie Carter. 
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Richard Moreau 
Superintendent of chools 
Lori Sawyer 
Secretary 
Kathy Field 
Secretary 
Faculty, Staff 
and 
Administration 
Nelson Beaudoin 
Vice Principal OHS 
Paula Corson 
Secretary 
David Anderson 
Athletic Director 
Judy Powers 
Secretary 
Thomas Perry 
Principal OH 
Ronella Hanson 
Director of Special Education 
Shayne Cobb 
Secretary 
Holly Lyons 
Teachers' Secretary 
Julie Miller 
chool urse 
David Paul 
Study Hall Monitor 
Evelyn Terrill 
Director - Adult Education 
Kerry Garland 
Secretary- Adult Education 
Harold Thompson 
Maintenance upervisor 
Kitchen Staff 
arah Trask, Ida Junkins, Debbie Hatch, Sharon Porter 
Maintenance Staff 
St. Louis, Gene Pratt, Jim Curtis. Ron White 
Jane Van Arnsdale 
Librarian 
Velma Leveille 
Library Aid 
Janice Mace 
Kitchen Supenisor 
Karen Lechner 
Guidance 
Joe Gallant 
Educational Technician III 
Gerry Martin 
Custodian 
School Board 
Jame Wagner. Robert Clul\.e)' Jr .. Suzanne Gordon, Russ 
Quaglia. Irwin Gross 
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Working For a Living Huey Lewis 
Cooperative Education is an academic two-
years program which offer junior and senior 
, tudents one cred it for work experience and 
one credi t for a work related class for a total of 
two credits per year for a total of four credits 
over a two year period. Students are required 
to maintain a part-time job so only those seri-
ous about worl-..ing and learning work related 
kills hould apply. The Coop teacher will 
assi tall students in acquiring work in appro-
priate job areas re lated to their interests and 
ability. 
Credit for work experience is earned each 
e ight week ranl-.ing period for each successful 
employer evaluation of the student's work 
performance. The Coop program i designed 
to insure that all ability students will reach 
their full potemial and be successful. Areas 
which emp loyer · evaluate are: job ski ll s 
learned, communication ski ll s, job training 
performance, working relationships, and de-
pendability. 
Brandee Tra k with her employer + 
Mr. Angelo Zanchi, owner of L & 
A Market in Orono. 
Tim Ellis and Coop coordinator ++ 
Mrs. Phillips observe as Carl 
Huffman shakes hands with his 
employer Rhonda Sprague of 
McDonalds. 
Mark Poulin, Manager of Kay-Bee + 
Toys and Hobby Shops, meets with 
Valerie Kelshaw, Dawn Bickford , 
Sarah Chase, Jen Robinson, Missy 
Olesky, Shawn Michaud and 
Aimee Small. 
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Cooperative Education 
Row I: Shawn Braley, Lori Denis, Amy Hakola, Heather Dolley, Row 2: 
Michelle Steeves, Valerie Kelshaw, Tanya Pinkham, Missy Olesky, Jen 
Robinson, Dawn Bickford, Row 3: Employer Robin prague, Dawn Reese. 
Andrea Small, Laura Chase, Mrs. Phillips- Coordinator, Julie Cameron, 
Aimee Small, Sarah Chase, Employer Mark Poulin, Row 4: Adam Hasey, 
David Peirce, Carl Huffman, Tim Ellis, Derrick Barnett. 
+ Bear Wood Furntiture Shop, Route 
221. 
+ + Before he gains entrance, Daniel 
Bean takes a quick look around. 
+ After receiving instruction from 
their chief, Dennis and Daniel Bean 
prepare to make an attack. 
++ The Bean twins apply water to a 
burning structure. 
+"The beginning" for Daniel and 
Denni Bean. 
+ Brian Lunt, Dennis Bean and 
Daniel Bean. 
We Didn't Start the Fire 
Billy Joel 
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Something To Talk About 
Bonnie Raitt 
Student Council 
Row I: Kent Commeau, Andy Willette, Sundance Campbell , David Best, Casey Watts. Beth 
Halteman, Holl y St. Germain Row 2: Jen Wlodarsk i, Dav id Mountcastle, RayetteBrass let, Jen 
Roberts, Jocie Badger, Sara Gardner, Amy Torrey, Melani e Tremblay Row 3: Brooke Monberg, 
Andrea Pearce, Marcia Terrien, Sheila Nazzaro, Ragan Elsemore, Shelly Tyrell , Amy Garl and, Row 
4: Erin Monberg, Laura Hoovler, Leah Tysse, Amy Wlodarski , Sagun Pendse, Ethan Wardwe lL Nat 
Ford, Row 5: Paul Mountcastle, Amy Gibney, Kim Cunningham. 
Peer Helpers 
Row I: David Best, Sundance Campbell , Row 2: Jocie Badger, Sara Gardner, Row 3: Jamie 
Beaudoin , Ali son Bayer, Leah Tyssee, Karen Murray, Beth Halteman, Row 4: Charli e Poole, Jen 
Herlan, Amy Wlodarski , Erin Monberg. 
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Student Council Officers 
Row I: Amy Wlodarski. 
Row 2: Sundance Campbell, 
Andy Willette. 
Row 3: Sagun Pendse. 
+Matt Westhoven, Mike 
Simmons and Shane Tyrell pause 
for a few words from Coach Ar-
cher. 
++Ellen Ewankow and Kim 
Brown smile for a crazed photog-
rapher. 
Boys State 
Row 1: jay Vetelino, Andy 
Willette, Sundance 
Campbell, Dave Best. 
Row 2: Jamie Beaudoin, 
Paul Devoe, Charlie Poole. 
Girls State 
Row 1: Amy Yerxa, Casey 
Watts 
Row 2: Jocie Badger, Shiela 
azzaro 
Row 3: Marcia Therrien, 
Sara Gardner 
Homecoming 
Candidates 
Row 1: Jocie Badger, Ja) 
Vetelino 
Row 2: Andrea Pearce, 
Kent Commeau 
Row 3: Shelly Tyrell, Ryan 
LaChance 
Row 4: Emily Van lien, 
l\latt evell 
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A.F.S. 
Row 1: Heta Togia o, Finn 
Riley, Laura Fabri, Andrea 
Pearce, Leah Tys e. 
Row 2: Trinh Dang, Claire 
Buntenbah, Gisle todle, 
Willow Wetherall, Abby 
Curtis, Bets Grant, Sarah 
Newcomb. 
Row 3: Jessica 
ader,Katrina Opitz, 
Alii on Dougherty, Rolf 
Hauden hild. 
Row4:ChrisRug~Amy 
Torrey, Erin Monberg, 
Amy Wlodar ki, Amy 
Arm trong, Liza Flemming. 
Spanish 
Club 
Row 1: Odin Dwyer, Amy 
Yerxa, Amber Gagnon, 
Ethan Wardwell, Charlie 
Poole. 
RO\\ 2: Jeff Parker, Patrick 
Murph , Rayette Bra lett, 
Aubrey Ingraham. 
RO\\- 3: Je ica ader, 
Katrina Opitz, hris Ruge, 
Amy Wlodar ki, Ben 
Garthwait. 
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Foreign 
Exchange 
Gi le Stodle 
Heta Togiaso 
Rolf Haudenshild 
Laura Fabri 
French Club 
Row 1: Laura Fabri, Kate 
Perry, Abby Curti , 
Willlow Wetherall, Kathy 
Abbott, Melanie Tremblay, 
Amy Oliver, Ricky Jaeckel. 
Row 2: Oliver Smeckal, 
Casey Watts, Isis Bell-
mith, Marcia Therrien, 
Amy Armstrong, Susan 
Murphy, Tracy Sargent. 
Row 3: Jona Carl on, Tim 
Holmberg, Andrea Pearce, 
Sheila Nazzaro, Sara 
Gardner, Laura Hoovler, 
Liza Flemming, Erin 
Monberg, Leah Tysse. 
French Honor Society Row 1: Heather 
McCafferty, Susan Murphy, Tracy 
Sargent. 
Row 2: Greg Brown, Ca ey watt , 
Marcia Therrien, heila azzaro, 
Mickey David on. 
+ A cene from the French 'er ion of 
"Cat". 
++ Liza Flemming and Sheila azzaro clap 
to the beat of Paul Devoe' lip ync. 
+ Bet y Grant look on a Laurie Robert 
atten1pts to tidy up a bit. 
7 1 
Drama Club 
Row 1: Willow Wetherall, 
Jeff Walker, Marcia 
Therrien. 
Row 2: Abby Curtis, Rick 
echrest, Isis Bell-Smith, 
Je se Sader, Bet y Grant, 
Amy Oliver. 
Row 3: Amy Armstrong, 
Liza Flemming, Amber 
Gagon, Sarah Newcomb, 
Ellen Ewankow. 
Row 4: Chris Ruge, Amy 
Torrey, Erin Monberg, 
Amy Wlodarski, Michelle 
Butler, Kim Brown. 
Key Club 
Row 1: Beth Halteman. 
Row 2: Trinh Dang, 
Michelle Steeves, Lisa 
Ouellette. 
Row 3: Valarie Kelshaw, 
Julie Cameron. 
Row 4: Faye Woodcock, 
Kim Cunningham, Sara 
Chase, Brandee Trask, 
Andy (Break-it-Down) 
Brown. 
Row 5: Amy Gibney, Davi 
Lee Chapman, Aimee 
Small, Wendy Welch, 
Shannon Dutton, Angie 
Turner. 
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New England 
Math Team 
Row 1: Chris Allen, 
Sarah Newcomb, 
Monica Puri, Ethan 
Wardwell. 
Row 2: Eirik Kellogg, 
Timmy Holmberg, 
Sagun Pendse, Chris 
Ruge. 
Row 3 :Leah Tyssee, 
John Bauschatz, Laura 
Hoovler, Andrea 
Pearce. 
inside 
Row 1 :Casey Watts, Andy 
Willette, Dave Best, 
Sundance Campbell, Andy 
Galeati, Liza Flemming. 
Row 2:Ben Anderson, 
Katrina Opitz, Alison 
Bayer, Amber Gagnon, 
Trinh Dang, Ricky 
Sechrest, Matthew Hakola, 
Ethan Wardwell. 
Row 3: Mickey Davidson, 
Amy Armstong, Jen 
Herlan, Aubrey Ingraham, 
Matt Myers, Theo Alpert, 
Jon-Jin Zeph. 
Row 4: Chris Ruge, I i Bell 
Smith, Marcia Therrien, 
Finn 
Enclave 
Row 1: Abby Curtis, Trinh 
Dang, Erin Monberg, Sarah 
ewcomb, Kelly Ann Klisham, 
Danny Wagner. 
Row 2: Betsy Grant, Liza 
Flemming, Willow Wetherall, 
Jen Herlan, Monica Puri. 
Row 3: Jen Pellett, Aubrey 
Ingraham, Katrina Opitz, Isis 
Bell-Smith, Laura Hoovler, 
Leah Ty see, Ben Anderson. 
Row 4: Chris Ruge, Casey 
Watts, Jason Towns, Tim 
Holmberg, Chris Benjamin, 
Amy Wlodarski, Ben 
Garthwait, Mr. Blair. 
Yearbook 
(October ... ) 
Row 1: Da"id Mountcastle, Am) 
ota, Trinh Dang, Vincent 
Marzilli, Liza Ma•.tilli, mber 
Gagnon, Roanne Marzilli, Matt 
Westhoven, Paul Mountca tie. 
Row 2: Brook Monberg, Andy 
Galeati, Sundance Campbell, 
Holly t. Germaine, Laura 
Hoovler. 
Row 3: ndrew Willette, Casey 
V atts, Jay Vetelino, Kim 
Cunningham, Karen Murray, 
Chri Benjamin, Jo h Scheartl. 
Row 4: my Gibney, Davi 
Chapman, Ellen Ewankow, Betsy 
Grant, Rayette Bras elet, Jessica 
Sader, Isis Bell-Smith. 
Ro'" 5: my Oliver, ngela 
Turner, Lisa Ouellette,\ illo'" 
Wetherall, Shannon Dutton, 
larcia Therrien. 
Row 6: bby Curti , Katrina 
Opitz, Beth Halteman, heila 
azzaro, Ali on Ba)er. 
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After School Choru 
Row I: Aaron 
simakopoulo ', Mike 
Boucher, Lucas Salvage, 
Row 2: Holly Holmes, Sarah 
ewcomb, Liza Flemming, 
Amber Gagnon, Amy 
Wlodarski, Amy Ton·ey, 
Andy Willette. 
Monica Puri, Andrea Pearce, Leanne Warner, Aubrey + 
Ingraham and Erin Monberg, Orche tra and Band Members. 
Kathy Abbott at her cello. + 
O.H.S. Chorus 
Row I : Matt Thomas, Ben 
Anderson, Darren Ott, BuZLy 
Willette, Mike Boucher, 
Jason Towns, Malt 
Schilmoeller, Row 2: Liza 
Flemming, Amber Gagnon, 
Finn Riley, Amy Wlodarski, 
Amy Torrey, Ann Mosher, 
Becky Bickford, Beth 
Spencer, Isis Bell-Smith, 
Row 3: Kerry Polyot, Holly 
Homes, Sarah ewcomb, 
Luke Salvage, Leo Brown, 
Aaron Asimokopoulos. 
Set the Night to Music 
Maxi Preist 
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OHS All -State Band and Orchestra 
Row l:Ben Anderson, Sarah Newcomb, Leanne Warner, Mike Boucher, Matt Schilmoeller, Eric elson. Row 2: Matt 
Thomas, Liza Flemming, Holly Holmes, Amber Gagnon, Amy Wlodarski, Amy Torrey, Andy Willette, Jonas Carlson, Beth 
Spencer, Row 3: Megan Beenfeldt, Kathy Abboll, Ltza Marzilli, Liz Levy, Tracey Sargeant, Claire Buntenbah, ate 
Garwood, Darryl Blease. 
OHS Orchestra 
Row I: Meghan Beenfeldt, 
Abby Curtis, Row 2: Clay Enos, 
Jen Wlodarski, Kathy Abbou, 
Andrea Pearce, Eerin Monberg, 
Kate Perry, Row 3: J.J. Jam ison, 
Jeff Brazee, C laire Bunlenbah, 
Elizabeth Levy, Tracy Sargeant, 
. Susan Murphy, Liza Marzilli, 
\athan Garwood, Jonas Carl on. 
OH Band 
Row I: Amber Gagnon , Leanne 
Warner, Miss Cummings, 
Row 2: Ben Anderson, Brooke 
Monberg, Laurie Roberts, 
Andrea Cyr, Jen Roberts. Rid,i 
Jackael, Row 3: John Shaw, 
Jason Williams, Matt Beaudoin, 
Missy Phillips. Amy Wlodarski, 
Scott Day, Tim Homberg, 
Kristen elson, Andrew Bro~n. 
Row 4: Paul Mountcastle, Darryl 
Blease, Aaron Rittal, Tomm) 
Miller, Houston Cady, David 
Mountcastle, Eric elson, 
Charles Hite, Greg Markowski . 
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HALLELUJAH! 
At the podium, Mr. Henry conducts a + 
rehearsal. 
Clay Eno , Jonas Carlson and Jenny + 
Wlodarski practice the cello and bass 
parts of the 11 Messiah. 11 
Megan Beenfeldt, Susan Murphy, Anne + 
Homola and Liza Marzilli in a moment of 
seriou concentration. 
Orchestra and choral members rehearse ++ 
together. 
Bravo! Bravo! Recognition for a job well + 
done! 
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Handel's "Messiah" 

Ro\\ 1: .Jared Barnett. 
LarQ Burns. Chris Bagh.•y. 
James Bemu.·hatz, John 
Burns. 
Ron 2: 1att Chamlwr:. 
Tro~ Deger trom, Mikl' 
Bouchl•r, Aaron 
imakopoulo • Dean 
Boudreau. 
Ro'' 3: Lani Camphell, 
Da' ie Let> Chapman, 
.Jesska Curtis, Beck\ 
Bickford. Kim 
unningham, m~ Cota. 
Ron I: Evan Stinson, Cht;s 
Thurhm, Todd Staple . 
Ro\\ 2: Angie Vpham, Am) 
'I a) lor, I<..mil) Van Allen, 
CheQ I Zoerheid, Lee 
Zollitsch, Matt Schilmoeller. 
Ron ."\: !\1ike Watson, Rhett 
Yeakle) , Lucas Salvage, Eric 
\\ entworth. Heather 
immons. Jason chlipstein. 
Ro\\ I: Jeff I\ lac Donald. Jodie 
1ehuren, l\latt , 'e' ell . 
Row 2: Robie p, I e. Eric lain. 
Brian ReHing. Sarah 
• 
1e\\comh. Anne :\lo her. 
Timm) M)·er'>. 
Ro\\ 3: Fred Robbin , Kent 
R\an. Chris i\Iurdoch. John 
Robichaud. Jamie Pa~chal, 
John Parker. 
+ Freshmen Cia s Ofliccrs: Ro\\ 1: Jcn 
Roberts Ron 2: .len\\ lodarski, Rm' 3: 
tn) Cola, R<m 4: Brook '!\lonberg. 
+ Jenn) \\ lodarski, Jessica Crosman, Liz 
Lev), Hrook '\fonherg, Kelli Locke, 
land) • 1anzo ...... 
++ Cia\ Enos, Chris Furbish, :\1att ·cvclls, 
Aaron Rittal, Luca Sahagc and .Ja on 
\\ illiam , at the seashore. 
Row 1: Chris Hawks, 
Chris Furbish, Zeth 
Lund). Raphael Jewell, 
Tim LePage. 
Rov'l- 2: Belinda 
Hamilton, Holly Holmes, 
Annie .Jaeckel. ·caroh n 
Lucia, Kelli Locke, • 
Jimmy Dyment. 
Je s Plummer smiles pretty for the camera. ++ 
Good buddies Lucas Salvage and Dave Mountcastle +++ 
get ready for a road trip. 
Jimmy Dyment pouts about going to school, Emily +++ 
Van Allen reassures him. 
Going on a nature hike, Tommy Miller and Aaron + 
Asimakopoulos try to keep cool. 
Future models Tim Myers and Jared Barnett. + 
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+++ Jen Robert , Holly Phillips and Lauri Robert 
spot their men on the dance floor. 
++ Todd Staples engulfed in a book. 
++ Ethan Hall graciously passes Houston Cady 
something to blow his nose with. 
+ Jen Wlodarski and Kelli Locke - they would be 
smart enough to wear white shirts. 
+ Future singers of America, take it away Amy Cota 
and Brooke Monberg. 
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Matt Chambers dine al fre co. + 
Fre hmen comradery is strong! + 
Holly Holmes and friend yuck it up on the telly. ++ 
Emily Slopey and Billy Perkins chow down. ++ 
Amy Cota takes a study break. +++ 
+ Miss Cahill's French Class. 
+ Brooke Monberg models for Earth magazine. 
+ + David Mountcastle - a boy and his Mom. 
++ Good friend Lee Zollitsch and Andrea Cyr. 
+++ Amy Taylor shows her stuff. 
Matt Nevells smiles as Paul Mountca tie puts his foot++ 
in his mouth. 
Mandy Manzo, Kelly Locke and Brooke Monberg- +++ 
"Three Hoodsies." 
Jen Wlodarski and Emily Van Allen mile with great+ 
enthusiasm. 
Jonathan Jamison struts his stuff through the hall.++ 
Mandy Manzo, Brooke Monberg and Misty Phillips - + 
"VOGUE!" in the hallway. 
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Freshmen Autographs Freshmen Autographs 
1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 
Freshmen Autographs Freshmen Autographs 
1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 
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Rem I: 'ate Ballard • .Josh 
Anchors, Kt.•' in Churchill, 
Sandra Becker. April 
Carey. 
Row 2: ,Jenny Barnard. 
April Collins. Ra:yettc 
Brasslett. , lichelle Butler. 
Kim Bremn. 
Rem 3: .Jason Crawford • 
.Jeremy Bell, .Joe 
Chckem sk', Scott Bnson. 
· Theo Aipert. 
Row I: Rachel \1ontgomcry, 
Kristin Simpson, Kerf) 
Pol)ot. 
Row 2: Ryan La( 'hancc, Zac 
Pclleriti, John Seeher. Vinc.e 
:\1arzilli, 1elis a Ketchen. 
Row 3: Judd \loors. Andrew 
Rke, Greg Pinkha.m. Larry 
No)CS, Amy Oiwr. 
Row I: Eric Junkins, Ellen 
Ewank•m, Betsy Grant, Liz 
Florey, Richard Harriman, 
Issac Dupere. 
Row 2: i\latt Hakola, Sha\\n 
Hews, Amy Garland, Kate 
Hackett, Matt Hebert. 
Row 3: Lyle I' rancis, :\I arc 
Halstead, Allison Doughert), 
Chris H~11I,Shannon Dutton, 
Ragan Elsemore. 
+'I op to Bottom:Sophomore (lass 
Officer : \my Garland,Ragan 
El emorc, 1att Westhoven, Am) 
Torre). 
+ R) an LaChance and Shelly T) rell. 
++Friend =Ragan, !\1arc, John. Scan. 
April, \m), and Melanic. 
Row 1: Olher Smekal, Beth 
, pencer. Fa~ e \\ oodcock. 
Shelh Tuell, :\lelanie 
Trenl.bht), Am~ Torre). 
:\latt Westho,cn. 
Row 2: .:\tau Thomas, 
Emil) Slope). Wilhm 
Wl'therall. :\lelissa \\ebb. 
Shant' Tuell . .John\\ hi be\', 
Budd) \\'ebh. · 
R1m 3: RhYs Yeaklv. 
Robbie Sin.clair. Shahrahm 
Tad:n nm. Scan Soun. 
l\larc'i'hibod{'au. · 
Sophomore sleep-over. ++ 
April Collins and Meli sa Webb model their new +++ 
sports wear. 
John Whibey- "You're kidding, right?" +++ 
Jen Bernard, Melanie Tremblay, Melissa Ketchen + 
and Chris Hall pose for a half-time snapshot. 
Two best friends, Ryan Laf"::hance and Shawn Hews, + 
spend the day riding the waves. 
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+++ Ragan Ellsmore, Kelly Locke and Cheryl 
Zoerheide warm up with hot cocoa. 
++ Shahram Tadayyon is all dressed up for the big 
night. 
++ Robby incair get pumped up for the big game. 
+ I dream of Ellen (Ewankow). 
+ Kevin Churchill waltzes down the hall with his 
imaginary girlfriend. 
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Alex hields- wondering what he's doing.+ 
Melanie and Ragan trying not to smile. + 
Matt Westhoven,why are you hiding Doritos in++ 
your cellar? 
Vince Marzilli- future midshipman.++ 
Rhyse and Zac - cheerleading tryouts? +++ 
+ April Collins in her younger days. 
+ Betsy Grant showing her great smile. 
+ + Cathy Abbott prepares to attack. 
++ Shane and helley Tyrell- "double trouble." 
+++ Ragan, Jen, Shelley, Faye and Melanie pretending 
to be a can of ardine . 
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Danielle Detour- "Can't you see I'm trying to concen- +++ 
trate?" 
Ally Dougherty and Missy Ketchen look happy with +++ 
their performances in the track meet. 
Kevin Churchill and Kelly Locke watch the game- ++ 
but Shelley Tyrell doesn't agree with the call. 
Jonas Carlson, Tom Miller and Daryl Blease, jam- + + 
ming so hard they need those helmets to protect 
themselves. 
Pat Murphy lounges beneath the rays of three shining + 
track team members Ally Dougherty, Melanie 
Trembly, and Missy Ketchen. 
John Dondero with a sly glance for the photographer. + 
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Row 1: Ben Garthwaite, 
Matt Harrison, Aubrey 
Ingraham, Lam·a Hoo,Jer, 
Israel Gt·ant. 
Row 2: Amv Gibnev, Jennv 
Herlan·, Carl Huffman, 
.John King. 
Row 3: .Jason Lill~, Tara 
:\lain, SteH Goodell, Eric 
Dewley, Ahm Lucier. 
Row I: Bc<:k\ O'Lcan Uillv 
Perkins. Lisa Ouellette: · 
Ro\\ 2: Scan :\lurph), Aanm 
P_yle, :\tonica Puri, Sagun 
Pendsc, .Jason , 'orris. 
Row 3: :\latt :\'lyers, .Jefl' 
Parker, Darren Ott, Terry 
O'Neal. 
R<m 1: Ten·a Robinson, 
Laurie Slater, Danny Wagner, 
Joy Soq~, .Jerry Wright, 
Charles Scholler. 
Row 2: .Jemty Smith, Leah 
Tvsse, .Josh Scheartl, Jason 
Towns, Lucas Stinson, .Jon Jin 
Zeph. 
Row 3: Jessica Wood, Dana 
Ventura, Chris Benjamin, 
Ethan Wat·dwell, Shelby 
Richaa·ds, Dawn Reese, Shawn 
Roy. 
+ Junior Class <>nicer~: Ro\\ I: Ethan 
Ward\\ ell, RO\\ 2: . ·at Ford, Auhre) 
Ingraham. l{o\\ 3: Andrea Pearce. 
+ Jell' Shorette holds teammate Sha\\n 
He\\!> up after a tough game. 
++ .Jen Smith, .Jod\ Edd\ and .Jc~sica Wood 
de\our their Ti>otsie Pops \\hih.· cheering 
the football team to " 
Ro\\ 1: "at Ford, John 
Beauschatz, Chris 
Benjamin, Jod) Edd), 
Nicole Adams. 
Row 2: Kelh -Ann 
Clisham, Odin D\'1-yer, 
Alec Brainerd, Jen' 
Dohci't), Jenny Baird. 
Ron 3: John Dovle, Kent 
Commeau, Dre,\· Cota, 
Chris Allen, Derrick 
Barnett. 
The three amiga -Dana Ventura, Leah Tysse and ++ 
Andrea Pearce. 
Jason Towns- "I'm gonna quit." +++ 
Teddy Ruxpin (Kent Comeau) undresses after battle. +++ 
Phippin and his "Gang of Four". + 
Laura Hoovler- "Say What?" + 
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+++ Derrick Barnett and Ja on Lilly display the 
student council picnic table. 
++ Amy Wlodarski- "Ye , and I can have as man) as 
I want. ... " 
++ Kevin Robbins encourages a smile from Jeff 
Parker. 
+ Drew Dog. 
+ Dawn Reese, what are you hiding in that locker? 
97 
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Jeff' Shorette roams the halls. ++ 
Nate Garwood in a more serious moment. +++ 
Sa gun Pendse tries his hardest to distract Kate + + 
Perry. 
Erin Monberg and Je sica Wood- "TADAH!" + 
Bill Perkins - hard at work. + 
+ ++ Tommy Miller asks Sean Murphy for a selection 
from his private stock. 
++ Nat Ford engage in a little lunch room b-ball. 
++ "Oh my!" 
+ Amy Gibney - phone home. 
+Amy Wlodarski "Chills" with a tomato. 
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Jerry Wright in a locker room shot. + 
Dawn Gagnon spectates while waiting her turn to + 
play. 
Kevin Barker plays a game with Josh cheartle, but ++ 
we didn't include him in the picture because there 
were too many picture of him already. 
Junior Megan Jarvis its with her friend April ++ 
Carey. 
Erin Monberg gets Leah ready for a hot date. +++ 
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STUDE TS 

Simply 
rresistible 
Amy Junkins 
\\'.:.arc all vel:) proud of you. L(l\'<:. 
\1om ;tnd Ray. 
"Tmy''. Sho\\ us your guns! Lme, 
:VI om and Dad. 
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Robert Palmer 
Amy Webb 
To a little girl who has fmally grown 
up. We arc very proud of you. Best 
of luck in your futun:. love, and 
life. Lme \1om and Dad. 
Jessica Sader 
Jc"IC,. 'o uhcc \\ Jidlife Rduge 
197~ 
\\'hen ) our sl-.1 poh:s g1veway. re 
member, \~c're there to support you. 
\!om. Dad, Joe, Rob. :VIary. Liz, 
and Therese 
Eric Nelson 
Looking up tone\\ ll(lrizons .. . Good 
luck fora bright future. Love, \1om 
and Dad. 
Timothy B. (Tim) Ellis 
Congratulati11ns tOil \\onde1ful son/ 
hrothcr. Lo\·e. Y11Ur proud parents 
and famil) 
You have come a long \\a}. Beth. 
We are proud of you .. \1om and 
Chris;Dad and Carol.::. 
Leanne Warner 
This happy face, h stillm place. 
We love you still, and always will. 
Love Dad. '.1om. and Kendra. 
Kayte Paulsen 
As our Ill\ e grov.s for you, it also 
goes v. ith you. wh.:r.:\(~r and for-
C\ er. Lm l'. \tom .md Dad. 
Susan Murphy 
Reach for the qars 1 lk youp,eJf1 
Mom. 
Lori Denis 
"Hey Mom, J'JI pn1bably ha,·e a 
nic~name like CIIEEKA when I 
graduate." Mom 
John Lumppio 
What v. ill never change that we 
Will al\\ays ~nov. you' I me \tom 
and Pup. 
Michelle Steeves 
Swing for the stars! Thio, 1s only the 
beginning. All our lo\l'. .\1nm and 
Dad. 
I!\ Cl) one should spend at least one 
night dunng the fall camping out-
Mom and Dad. 
Megan Beenfeldt 
You've come a long ''a\ baby! All 
the besl. L<n e, :Vl<~m mid Dad. 
Sheila Nazzaro 
"HERE 1.\M I. 197'\.IT WAS.\ 
COLD WI. 'TER." Dear Sheila 
you truly were our "Maine" cvenl 
:\tom and Dad. 
David L. Peirce Jr. 
You weren't so HIGH back then, 
TOWER. LO\e :\tom. 
Jennifer Lynn Tyler 
The nurses named \OU "bright 
eyes". You han~ been the "bright 
light" of m\ life C\Cr SlllCe. lO\C, 
:'v1om. · 
Please don't maJ..c my brown eyes 
blue! I love you 1 \1om 
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... out d;ou tr") om..:umes. youju t 
might hnd. you g..:t 1~hat you necJ. 
Lm..:. \!om. Dad.Vinc.:.Zeke. Bun 
Bun. and the Link Harrel. 
Justin Jamison 
You took right to the turf like a tru..: 
Aggie! Wishing you Cl Cl") success. 
Mom and Dad. 
Ira LePage Jr. 
You\c h.:com..: a rine young man. 
We're very proud. Congratulations 1 
Mom and Dad. 
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l:1.:r sinc..: the• John Lucas K 9 
Obcdil'ncc SchlXll. you\.: provid..:d 
U'> 11 ith countless joy. The 
Crundunan. 
Karen Murray 
Congratulations. Pookie. and the 
best of everything in the futuro:. 
Love. 1\.lum ;ind 6ad 
llij1unk. ~.: lo1c you. Your family 
an Sam. 
Wendie Welch 
'Ito llum; no11 Io find my place in 
thi-, big 11orld." :VIom\ pride and 
jOy. 
Louis Thompson Jr. 
The years go oy fast We lme you. 
:Vlom and Dad. 
Shawn Braley 
Shawn. I knew you could do It. 
Hope the future brings you the very 
best. Love. Mom and Sis. 
Alison Bayer 
I lev AI 1 R.:mernocr: Johnny I ion 
nxr ruhher hoob. baking dioculatc 
chip cookies. borrowing s~..:at.:rs 
and ... "Rain \lak.:s Applt:saucc! 1" 
1\.lom and Dad. 
!lolly. 11 ishing ) ou the best. Our 
love and support always. Love. 
Mom and Dad 
Katdna D. Opitz 
A cut.: baby and a h.:autilul young 
woman. Congratulations! I am so 
proud of you. Your Mom . 
Jay Vetelino 
"l·or in llllr hearts you'll ah\a)' be 
forever) oung " '\1om and Papa. 
Mickey Davidson 
We're proud of you :'\lickey. al-
1\a)s will be: you're cuter wday 
than when you were three. Mom 
and Keith. · 
Mike Inman 
"I sl10uld he read\ h1 the time the' 
maJ..e Terminator 3.1' • 
Julia Cameron 
Julla w,1sa pretty little girl, and she 
~ets pn:tt1cr e1cry da) . 
Ynlll gr;mdfathe1 
Jocelyn Badger 
"An uncommon sp1rit" 
Love. \lorn and dad 
.\lay yl>ll he succl'\\ful in )OUr fu-
tun: Lo1e ahla)s, \1om and Dad. 
Ron Preble 
"Preh" .\1anon h1s first setofwhcels. 
FJ· and Thdm. 
Gary Ketchen 
You're still t) ing up the phone lines. 
\lorn. 
Charlie Poole 
T1> Big !.yes What a wonderful 
JOb )<HI haH' don.:' We lme )lllL 
\ lorn. Dati. Sam and Sarah. 
Y oulookctl eager to face new chal 
knees, even at th1s ace '\lorn and 
Dati. -
Valerie Jill Kelshaw 
You arc h.:commg a h.:autiful) oung 
lady, hut you'll always he Dadd) \ 
little girl. Dad and Terri. 
Congratulations Oli1 .:r! I'm 'cry 
proud of all your accomplishments 
.Mom. 
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Andy Willette 
"Bull)" "!\la)or" ",\ndy". 'omat 
tcr th<: name, It mean' the 
same ... One great gu) 1 \!om and 
Dad. 
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Angela Turner 
The best C\\ Year\ c.:lebration a 
mother C\ er had. 
Congratulations Rick 1 We hope 
) our future is bright and your 
dreams come true. We arc proud of 
you. Lo,e, \I om and )Our famll). 
Liza Flemming 
You \\ere beautiful then. and \OU 
\till arc. Lon: \Ia. Dad. John and 
Cathcnne. 
Jay Vetelino- David Best- Sundance Campbell 
Th,mk you fur the hour' of entertainment you\c gtvcn me over the\c fanta\tk high chool years. Linda Best 
Sometimes you get discouraged 
Because I am so small 
And always leave my fingerprints 
On furniture and walls. 
But every day I'm growing 
And I'll be grown up someday 
And all those tiny handprints 
Will surely fade away. 
So here's a final handprint 
Just so you can recall 
Exactly how my fingers looked 
When I was very small. 
SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS 
Pt·esident: Sundance Campbell 
Vice-President: Casey Watts 
Secretar): Sheila. ·azzaro 
Treasurer: And) Willette 
+ + Tim Ellis. 
+ Paul Devoe. 
+ + Katrina Opitz. 
Jessica Sader. ++ 
Mickey Davidson. + 
Andy Willette. ++ 
Jay Vetelino, Dave Best, Sara Gardner, Jocie Badger. 
+ 
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The Show Must Go On 
"Murder at the Theatre and It Was A Dark and torrny 
ight" was an ambitious play to produce. This Senior 
Play was complex since it was a "play within a play." 
The enior Class actors not only played the main parts 
but also comprised a portion of the audience, especially 
the actors from "Murder at the Theatre." This gave the 
audience a new experience, and an opportunity to feel a 
part of the play. Some parents actually had a mall 
verbal part. On the whole, this play was very lively to 
watch and appeared popular with the audience.AII Se-
nior cia s member were technically excellent in the 
portrayal of their roles. Every Senior Play should be like 
this, because so many seniors were involved. 
Je i Sader looks off in the distance while ++ 
Isis Bell-Smith maintain her innocent, little 
girlish expression. 
Amber Gagnon trie not to laugh too + 
hard, while Megan Beenfeldt sniffs her 
violin in the background. 
Karen Rosebu h models her new look. + + 
Justin Jamison, Jeff Walker, Tracy Sargeant+ 
and Assistant Director Tim take a break 
between act . 
The Countess, Holly St. Germaine, expresses + 
her opinion as ergeant Rock, Andy Galeati, 
admires her. 
Sheila azzaro enthusiastically explains to + 
the audience what's going on. 
After the show, Rick Sechrest finds it + + 
difficult to change out of character, while 
Finn Riley look a little TOO happy. 
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Queen 
The Cast of "Murder at the Theatre & It wa A Dark and Stormy Night" 
Rm, I: Ali\on Ba}er. Rick Sechrest. bella a11aro. Dante! Bean. ara Gardner. Marsha Therrien. rinn Rile}. 
Kayle PouJ..en. Amber Gagnon. Joc1e Badger. Amy Yer\a. Ro" 2: Paul De,oc. Casey Wans. Karen Murray. 
Dennis Bean. Holly St. Germaine. Andy Galca11. Mike Inman. Charlie Poole. Chri'> Rugc. Megan Beenfeld!. Lita 
Flemming. Leanne Warner. Li1a Mar1illi. Karen Ro'>cbush. Jeni Pellen. Susan Murphy. Jamie Beaudoin. 
++ With sign language and perplexed 
expressiOn, Sara Gardner tries to 
explain her situation to an 
attentive ndrew Bayer. 
+ Amy Yerxa, Kayte Poulsen and 
Joc•e Badger strut their stum 
++ + Liza Marzilli looks di gusted 
while my Yerxa helps Andy 
Willette with the female tradition 
of make-up application. 
++ Chris Ruge waits patiently as 
my Armstrong transforms him 
into another "being." 
+ Marsha Therrien prepares for the 
big performance by applying a 
little mascara to those long lashe . 
++ Daniel Bean- CENSORED! 
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Karen Rosebush and Holly St. Germaine catch the + 
ray during a track meet. 
Andrew Bayer (AKA BA) is a football wanna-bee. + 
Hey Kayte- "DUH ...... " ++ 
The remains of Sheila Nazzaro's lollipop signifies the +++ 
beginning of a ugar high. 
With a delirious look, "Fro" prepares to round-up the + 
"Beef." 
As usual, Mike Inman is up to hi neck in trouble. + 
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+ + "The Boys of Summer" play a 
little game of hoop. 
+ "Oh, Curls!" 
+ Don Partridge under the hood. 
++ Best Pals Valerie Kelshaw and 
Michelle Steeve . 
+++ Tracy Sargent is exhausted 
after being tied up in knots. 
+ + Heather McAfferty and Matt 
Kleban look cholarly at a 
National Honor Society func-
tion. 
+ Jocie Badger pick up a new 
hobby. 
+ At her locker - Tanya Pinkham 
with a my teriou look on her 
face. 
11 3 
Amy Jeanne Yerxa 
"I would li~e 10 be wllh people 
ho know secret things. or else 
"-Ril~e. 
Plans: Learn. create. be 
happ). die alone. 
Thank you to my true friends . 
especially Mom and Dad." lley 
Laura. let's pull an all-nightcr!" 
J.H .. you're not funn)! Thanb 
J .. B .. C.W .. A.L.G.. cnora. 
A.H.M .. E.T .. F.R .. and Fro. 
HR 9.10.11.1:!: I HS 1:!: G D 
1:!: LM 11.1:!: JP II: SpC 
10.11.1:!: SP 1:!: X- 9.10.11: 
BkB 9: W 9.10.11: SO 1:!. 
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Daniel Bean 
"\'vherevcr fire may rage. 
~now deep inside that if I reach 
out to save a life. I ''ill not he 
harmed." -Daniel Bean 
Putun: Plan-,: Wor~ a bu-,ine'>s 
with my brother. and to always 
be a fireman. 
I would li~c to say thanks to my 
brother Dennis for all the years 
''e\·e been tooetherand haven't 
fought once. And the re'>t is for 
everybody. 
NMSF 10.11: II:SP I:!:JP 
II: CP II: Jr. FD 9.10.11.1:! 
Chief 1:!. 
Dennis Bean 
"The greatest thing about being 
a twin is that you get twice a\ 
much out oflif'e." -Denni'> Bean 
Future Plans: Whatever my 
brother doe'>. 
Thank\ to my twin brother DAN 
for always being there. Mr'>. .. 
Mr'>. G .. and the Roberts twins. 
l'llmis'> you all. 
SP 1:!: JrFD 9.10.11,12: 
Dawn Bickford 
You do what you're dOing and if 
it's going to happen. it will. and 
there's nothing you can do about 
it. -Van Morrison. 
Future Plans: Sleep everyday 
until noon and '>pend a'> much 
money a'> I can' 
you Mom. Bec~y. and 
Gang". for ma~ing my four 
at OHS the best ever' And 
I 10\c you! Dad. I love 
and your memory will al-
ways be in my heart. 
KC9: VC9.10. li . I:!Capt. 1:!. 
Jocelyn Mara Badger 
"Parrino is all we knO\\ ofhea,·en 
and all~vc need of hell." 
-Emily Dic~itN>n 
Future Plan-.: College. 
I would like to say thank-. to 
.G .. K.P .. A.Y .. A.G .. D.V .. and 
M.S .. L.B. Special thanks to M.l. 
and to my parcnl!> and teachers 
for all their -.upport. 
HR9.10. 11.1:!: H II.I:!Pres. 
I:!;GSD I:!:SC9.11.12: LM 1:!: 
JP II: SpC 9.10,11.1:!:, P 1:!: 
CA I 1.12: Fll I 0, I 1.1:! Capt I:!: 
X-C9: BkB9.10.li.I:!Capt 1:!: 
S09.10. 
Brian R. Lunt 
"The only limll'> to our real ita-
lion of lOmOITOW will be OUr 
doubt-. of today. "-FDR 
Future Plan\: College. then 
Calif'orma Highway Patrol or 
Bangor Pol icc Department. 
whichever comes first. If not 
that, then a firefighter ora para-
medic. 
Thanks Jo-d! 
JrFD 9.10: BkB 9: 
Class of 1992 Class of 1992 
Marcia Leian Therrien 
dead of midnight is the noon 
thought." -Anna Letita 
arbauld. 
Plans: To stand tall in a 
• d.~nnnPd world. ET '91. 
9.10.11: FC II; AFS 11,12: 
IO,II:VBKB9.10.11,12;ST 
10.11: VSB 9: VSO 9,10.11,12. 
Michael A. Inman Jr. 
"We are all here to laugh at the 
odds and live our lives so well 
that death trembles to take us." 
-Charles Bukowski 
f-uture Plans: I 'm going to 
Bangor. 
I would liketosaythanb toJ.J., 
J.O .. J.H .. C.W .. M.R .. N.G .. 
T.H .. D.C .. and "J.B." for ev-
erything. 
lnT 10.11.12 Capt.12: ST 
9.10,11.12:S09,10,11,12Capt 
12. 
Justin Kilby Jamison 
your garden." 
s toM and D. J.L.. M.l .. 
. H .. and J.M .. and a lithe long-
haired hippy geeks. 
IH 9.10.11.12 Capt. 12: ST 
IO.II:S09.10.11.12 apt.l2:. 
Amy Catherine Hakola 
" ')" 
Future Plans: Go to the Univer-
sity of Mame for human ser-
vices. 
I would like to thank my family, 
Dawn, and the rest of the gang. 
And thank you Jeff. we've been 
through a lot. I love you. 
CO-OP 12: ST 10: IH Mgr. 9: 
odi Cathlene Goodwin 
''I'll let you be in my dreams. if I 
be in yours." -Bob Dylan. 
I would like to say thanks to 
Brian for al l the love. 
KC 9: VC 9.10.11. 
Class of 1992 Class of 1992 
John Lumppio 
"I am from beyond the Dead. 
Really. And out of work." 
-Rimband. 
"Ah' Sid couldn't play bass." 
-Johnn Rouon . 
Future Plans: Going to B 
withMil..e. 
YB 12: lnT 10: ST 10: SO 
9. I 0.1 1.12. 
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Darcie Lee Umel 
Reallll\e stories ne,·er have end-
ings. -Richard BacJ.. 
I would like to say love and 
thanks to Keith for alway' car-
ing and to A.F. for a lasting 
friendship. 
HR 12: V B 9,10.11.12: VSO 
12: v 9. 
11 6 
Jay Vetelino 
"Long ago it must be. I have a 
raph. preserve you 
they're all that's left 
you."- imon and Garfunkel 
Future Plans: Play the mega-
buck'> and win and be \el for 
life. 
IIR 9: B D II: FB 9.10.11.12 
Capt. 12: BB 9,10,11.12. 
Shawn Michaud 
Death makes angels of us all 
gives us wings where we 
shoulders smooth as ravens 
s. -Jim Morrison 
Future Plans: Be a photogra-
pher and to be on the cover of 
"Time" by the age of 25. 
I would like to say thanks to 
J&B.the LAW .. J.H .. J.J .. M.I., 
.G .. L.P .. R.D .. Lumpy and to 
all the little people that helped 
make it happen. Mommy. 
Liza Michelle Marzilli 
"You can't always get what you 
want..." Rolling Stones 
Future Plans: Go to college. 
Thanks Mom and Dad for bemg 
so supportive the past few year.,. 
Thanks H.S .. K.P., A.G., and 
C.W. Thanks Kathy Wahh for 
being \UCh a good friend. D.C 
''I'm ju.,l kidding." 
HR 10: YB 12:SPM 12: P 12: 
All t9,10.11.12: 0 9.10.11.12: 
W9,10.11.12Capl. 10, 12: B 
9.10.11,12: So9.10,11,12. 
Amber Lynne Gagnon 
I "as nm looking for my dreams 10 
interpret my life. but rather for my 
life to interpret my dreams. -Susan 
Somag 
Future Pl,llls: anny for a year \\hlie 
UMO. Then hopefully go to school 
upstate Ne" York. Keep singing. 
wnung. and keep trying to lig-
oul who I am. 
I would especially like to thank all ol 
my incredible English teachers for 
helpmg me to get such a great t>cgin-
nmg. And thanks to my l\Hl LB 
colleagues. L.B. \\ill lise fore,cr in 
my heart. And thanks to my r•~rcnh 
for g1\lng me the chance 10 experi-
ence this life. 
IIR 10: GSD II: NP 10.11,12: YB 
11.12: LM II: ASC 12: SB 9: BKB 
9.10.11.12:f'H 10.11.12:CIII2:PB 
9.10,11.12: B 9.10.11,12: C 
9.10,11,12: PM 12: SP 12: 
9.10.11.12. 
David Best 
must be desire to be the 
best on the part of the player. 
You can't manufacture pride. 
-John Madden 
Future Plan\: Get chosen a\ the 
#I draft picJ.. of the Washing-
ton RedsJ..ins. Beat out Chip 
Lohmiller as starting place 
J..icker. 
Thanks to all my teammates 
and coaches over the years, es-
pecially B.L. and D.P. Thanks 
to the "You Know Whats" for 
maJ..ing me what I am. To all 
the girh I loved before. Special 
thanks to A. G. for being there 
for me through it all. 
II R 10. 11 : BSD II : C 
9.10.1 1,12: NP 12: NEML 10: 
JP II; FB 9.10.11,12: BB 
9.10.11; AIILTC 11,12. 
Class of 1992 Class of 1992 
Wendie M. Welch 
(Winnie) 
"What a man can do a woman 
can do better." There ya go Louie 1 
Future Plans: to succeed in life, 
live 1t to the fullest, help others 
while I still have one. 
Rolf A. Haudenschild 
By nature good and bad don't 
i st. This distinction was made 
by human opimon. -Sextus 
Empiricus, Greece 2nd Century 
B.C. 
Future Plans: After finishing 
school in Swil/crland in two 
years, I will try to become a 
commercial pilot. 
Thanks to the whole Orono High 
School. 
AFS 12; tnT 12: SO 12. 
. to my Mom and Dad for 
rything. G.K. and S.B. for 
being there, and R.D., 
., E.D., Mr.B ., D.B .. V.K .. 
R.R.,S.G., J.H .. S . .,J.V .. 
Bemie!! 
11,12:Co-op 12:FB9: 
9;JVBkB 10: BkB Vid-
10,11 , 12 . 
Melissa Sue Olesky 
Future Plans: Work and go to 
hoot. 
would like to say thanJ..s to 
.A., A.S., and everyone ehe 
who made this year the best. 
YB IO:Voc.Ed.I2;VC 10,11,12. 
Heather Lynne Dolley 
r.t:fJWf..ta 
For those who seek, will sooner 
or later lind it. 
uture Plans: Become director 
of the Eliwbeth Levenison Cen-
ter. 
YB 9; JVBJ..B Mgr9; VBkB Mge 
9. 
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Sundance Campbell 
Winning isn't everything, but it 
beats anything that comes in 
second. -Paul Bear Bryant 
Future Plans: Provide life-long 
community service. 
ThanJ..s to "the man" and D.P. 
Special thanks to J.V., D.B., 
A.G .. and A.W. for all the good 
· Thanks for nothing 
BSD II: SC 10,11,12 Offi-
12: YB 11.12: JP II; SPM 
1: CI.Pmsl2: CI.VP 
10.11.12: FB 9.10.11.12: SW 
II: InT 10: T9,1 1.12: PH 12: 
AIILTC II. 
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Julia Cameron 
love is to admire with the 
: to admire is to love with 
mind. -Theophile Gautier 
Future Plan. : College. get mar-
. Ji, e in a Jog cabin. drive a 
jeep and be rich! 
I would like to thank all my teach-
and friends. especially 
Grampy and Nana for helping 
me through school. I'll miss you. 
HR 9: KC 10.11.12: X-C 9.10: 
BkB 9.10: SB 9.10.11,12. 
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Oliver Lucia 
Gisle Stodle 
LYKE STAAR DE 
KJEKKE Bl ( orwcgian say-
ing.) 
Future Plans: Pilot or engineer. 
SpC 12: SO 12. 
Heather McCafferty 
Yeh, whatever. We'll sec. 
good. -Jeff Melanson 
Jennifer Hope Pellett 
wor\1 thing in the world is 
to <,uffer. The worst thing is 
not have anything worth suf-
fering for. 
II R 9.10.11,12: LM 12: SC 12: 
CT 12: BkB 9.10,11.12: 
10.11.12: B 9.10,11,12. 
Ira LePage 
I lave a mutha of a life. 
Future Plans: To go to EMTC 
for Electrical Power program. 
get married and have a fam-
ily, 
Class of 1992 Class of 1992 
Jennifer Lynn Tyler 
One should never place confi-
dence in the future - it doesn' 
deserve it. -Paul Charnson 
Future Plan\: ollege, travel, and 
an all around adverse life. 
Thank you to Bo, Pitts, Albie, 
J.R., and the whole lot of ya' all' 
22 times on the way home' A 
to my parental and fami ly un its-
Mom, you arc a gooba. 
HR 9,10.11.12; YB II; JP II; 
9;CA 10; BkB9,10,II;SB 
Ron Preble 
may check out anytime 
like, but you may never 
. -The Eagles 
FC 9,10; VFB 10,11.12; IH 
11,12 Captl2; VBB 11,12; ST 
, lnt 9,10,11,12. 
Patrick Edmund 
Murphy 
The difference between the 
impossible and the possible lies 
in a person's determination. -
Tommy La.,orda 
Future Plans: Go to Bentley 
with Karen and Sheila, play 
football, and have lots of par-
ties' Get out of Orono for a 
while. 
Thanks to D.C. for all the great 
time., with black garbage cans, 
balconies, and fire extinguish-
ers. Adois a O HS 1 
HR 10,11,12; C 10.11.12Pres 
12; VFB 10,11,12; lnT 11.12; 
VBB 9; T 10.11,12; AIILTC 
1991. 
Heta Togiaso 
Live today to ih fulle'>t, cos' it 
ain't never gonna came 'round 
again! Right mate'? 
Future Plan\: Go home to ew 
Zealand, go to college, then come 
back and visit Maine. 
I would like to say thanks to 
.,D. & S. prague for taking me 
into your family. Thanks O.H.S. 
for having me and all the laughs 
we had. Thanh to M.C.. A.B.C., 
W.W .. Kat and the rest of the 
crew. 
AFS 12; SO 12. 
Angela S. Fraser 
II it takes is love, because in the 
final analysis. love is power. -? 
Future Plam.: Maine tate Hair 
Academy and Marriage then 
family. 
I would like to say thanks to 
D. .. A.H .. A.Z .. Mom and Dad. 
Special thanks to C.D.F. for be-
ing my best friend and allowing 
me to be my<,clf. I ooYe you' 
Class of 1992 Class of 1992 
Joe Ouellette 
Show me a thorough!) satis-
fied man and I will show you a 
failure. -Thomas Edison 
Future Plans: College/ An/Foot-
ball 
FB 9,10,11,12; BkB 9.10.11; 
BB 10. 
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Laura Daniela Fabri 
Plans: Finish high school 
in Italy (Fifth Year), -niversity 
in U.S. - (Journalism), Volley-
1, become reporter/journalist, 
travel around world. 
I would like to say thanks to the 
McDonoughs, AFS, T.D., H.T., 
K.O., A.C.. R.H ., G.S ., K.M .. 
A.G., W.W., M.S. , teachers, 
O.H.S., Orono U. Maine Volley-
ball, and friends. 
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Shawn M. Braley 
(Shawnie) 
mother called it a "sin", 
called it an "affair"; I 
it an experience. -? 
Plans: I'm going to run 
quarter horse ranch. 
until! drop. 
Mathew Kleban 
Whichever way you turn, your 
rear is behind you. -The Sev-
enth Seal 
Future Plans: Tennessee School 
of Diesel Automotive Repair-
"A Degree Granting In titu-
tion". 
HR 9, 10; YB 9; LM 9,10,11; 
NEML 10; SML 10, 11 ; AES 
9,10, li ;CA 10; B9,10, 11 ; PB 
9,10,11; StB 9,10; IH 9,10. 
In duelling, be close to the land. 
In meditation. go deep in the 
heart. With others, be gentle and 
kind. -Lao Tsu • .,._""' '· ''~· 
Future Plans: Drive, drive, drive, 
follow the Dead, hike the Sier-
ras, get a grip on reality, and 
Peace Corps. 
Michelle Lee Steeves 
Live everyday like it was your 
last one then when you get to the 
you won't have any regrets. 
Anonymous 
Future Plans: To become an over 
seas flight attendant. 
HR 9,12; KC 12; VC 9. 
Greg Brown 
Character is made by what you 
stand for; reputation by what 
you fall for. -Alexander 
Woolcoll 
Future Plans: Go to college, 
then a !lend law school and later 
become a lawyer. 
I would like to thank R.B., D.B., 
D.P., S.C., J.V., D.B., J.B., 
A.W. , A.G., and C.P. 
HR 9,10,11,12; HS 12; FrB 
9;JvB IO;YB 11,12;VBCapt 
12. 
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Tanya Lee Pinkham 
Happiness is not having what 
want, but wanting what you 
ave. -rabbi Hyman Schachtel 
Future Plans: Go on to business 
school, Settle down, and have a 
family. 
I would like to say thanks to A.S. 
and everyone who took the time 
be my friend. I love you Mum, 
Dad and reg. Thanks for put-
ting up with me. Special thanks 
to J.S. You're the best1 
Andrew Bayer 
Smile, they said, life could be 
worse; so I did, and it was. 
Future Plans: Quiteschool,join 
the circus and become a lion 
tam mer. 
Thanks to Bis eye balls and the 
King, Andrea, and the skinny 
one, Jamal. 
Ill 9,10,11,12 Capt. 12; SO 
9,10,11,12; p 12; s 9. 
Jeffrey R. Walker 
Homely truth is unpalatable. 
Future Plans: Find out how 
many licks it really takes to get 
to the tootsie roll center of a 
tootsie pop. 
I would like to say thanks to 
J.T., Guess what?, R.S., F.R .. 
Jeffs cat. J.J .. A.B., M.l.. R.H., 
.M .. my lunch table, and Rick's 
weasel. 
HR 9,10.11,12; HS 12; P 
12; SP 12; PM 12; DC 12; InT 
10,11,12: T 9.10,11.12: 0 
9,10,11,12. 
Valerie Jill Kelshaw 
ever gossips to you will 
of you. Anonymous 
KC 12: VocEd 12: VC 11 . 12. 
Aimee Lynn Small 
The Secret of Success is sin-
cerely, one you can fake that 
you've got it made. 
Future Plans: Get a full-time job 
after school and wait a year and 
go to college. 
KC 10.11,12 Sec 12; Coop 
10.11,12. 
Class of 1992 Class of 1992 
Charles H. Poole 
Feet wet and lunch forgot. that's 
thewaytoclimb.-Jack Kerouac 
Future Plans: Wander in the 
desert. Meander in the woods 
and ponder in the mystery. 
I would like to say thanks to 
D.A .. V.E .. P.L.. U ... L.l.. S.A. 
HS II: C 11 , 12: BkB 
9.10.11.12. BB 9.10. 
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Tracy L. Sargent 
The rain was paltering on the 
window pane all night. -Anton 
Chekhov 
Elbows are a most unappreciated 
part of the body. -Margaret 
Atwood 
Future Plan;: To reside in Ant-
arctica and form the conti nent's 
first alive Yodeler's S ciety. 
HR 9,10,11; HSII;GSDII; 
FNHS 10, 11 ,12; P II; YS 
11 , 12: FC 12; AFS 11 , 12; SPM 
9,10,11,12; DC 11 , 12;CA9, 10; 
Co-op 12; 1-1 9, I 0; ALL-ST 
9,10,11, 12;09,10,11, 12;ALL-
EST II; BkB 9,10; SB 9,10. 
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David Peirce 
I am like a window; hard to see 
~~t.l in and hard to brcaJ... -? 
'lf,j]•j~,~~• Future Plans: To work where I 
am working now. 
Tim Ellis 
l eighteen, one adores at once: 
twenty, one loves; at thirty. 
desires; at forty , one re-
nects. -Paul de KocJ.. 
Marine 
Sara Gardner 
"Maybe I could lead the 
people" ... the old man 
smilcd ... "There's the ocean to 
stop you. There's a line of old 
men along the shore hating the 
ocean because it stopped them." 
"In boats I might sir." -John 
Steinbeck "Leader of People" 
Future Plans: College ... rej!d ev-
ery book...dive with sharks and 
dolphins. 
I would like to say thanJ..s to 
J.B., J.B. , K.P .. J.P., S.N., A.G .. 
A.B., X.Y., A.Y., Mom, Dad 
and usan. 
HR 9.10.11.12: liS 12: GSD 12: 
SC 9.10.11.12: LM 12: VOICI:. 
11.12: JP II: FC 11.12: SP 12: FH 
I 0, I I Captl2: X-C 9: VBkB 
9.10.11.12 Capt 12: SB 9.10,11.12: 
PVCFH:PBV 2nd team: PI! 12. 
Elizabeth A. Flemming 
o race can prosper 'till it learns 
that there is as much dignity in 
tilling a field as in writing a 
poem. -Booker T. Wa,hington 
Future Plans: To graduate form 
college with a 4 .0 average, and 
to meet G. E. Smith. 
Thanks to T .. for strawberry 
A.A. for LOTSoficecream, 
and S.M. for broccoli rice au 
gratin (stirred before serving). 
MSF 12; IIR 9,10,11,12; P 
10, 11 , 12; LM 12; FC 12; AFS 
11 , 12; SP 12; PM 11,12: DC 
11,12; CA 11,12: C H 10, 11,12; 
ln D 11,12; ST 9,1 1,1 2; 0 
9, 10, 11 , 12. 
Eric elson 
If a man hasn 't discovered 
something that he will die for, 
he isn't fit to live. -Martin Luther 
King Jr. 
Future Plans: Go to college 
J.... to Mr. Tupper for giv-
ing me the opportunity to at-
tend the Maine coast semester; 
the mo<,t rewarding experience 
of my life. Also. to the Maine 
coast semester for showing me 
that academics can be both in-
teresting and enjoyable. 
BMC 10,11,12; PB 10,11,12; 
SB 10,12; A &B 10; JVBB 
10. 
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Susan Murphy 
If that face of yours could only 
talk, the storie~ it could tell. 
-Billy Rragg 
Future Plans: Be the only blonds 
in the Bol<.hoi Ballet, or play my 
guitar in the N.Y. <,ubway, for 
money, which ever comes first. 
I would like to say thanks to 
T.S., Juan, A.L.A., B.B., EL-
BOWS, F.M.R., and A.C. for 
having golf notes in her locker. 
HR9,10,11,12; liS 12;TR 12; 
AcRee 9,10,11,12: Fr .liS 
11,12; P11,12:LMIO,II;FC 
12; AFS 11,12; SP 12: PM 
9,10,11,12; D 9,10,11,12; CA 
IO,II;CH 11:09,10,11.12; 
Jamie Beaudoin 
I would like to say thanks to 
ryone for the memories, es-
pecially .G. 
IIR 9.10,11; NHS 12; BSD 12; 
P 12; Pll 12; JP II; P 12: 
BkB 9,10,11,12 Capt 12; SO 
, I 0, I I, 12 Capt 12. 
Paul Devoe 
Don't let the sound of your own 
wheel<. drive you craLy. -Eagles 
Future Plans: Go to school, be-
an actor. join the cast of 
"Cheer-." as orm's kid. 
I would like to say thank-. to 
.P. for the laughs and every-
else. 
BkB 9, 10,11: 0 9,10,11.12: 
II; HR 9,10.11.12: BSG 
II; YB II; EML IO;JP II: 
FC 12; SP 12. 
Karen Murray 
There i'> so much to laugh at in 
this vale of tears. -Saderman 
Future Plans: Go to Bentley w1th 
Sheila and Pat. 
I would like to say thanks to 
Slick Rick, the Grinch. Beef and 
Fro for being juvenile delm-
quents(Aug.7,1991).Petty,Dcn 
and the unspeakable one - it's 
been rcal 1 J.P .. think banana-.! 
HRIO.II; HSI2;JPII;SPM 
12; InT9,10; ST9; JVSO 9. 
Trinh T. Dang 
What lies behind us and \\hat 
lies before us arc tin) matter<, 
compared to what lies \\ithin u-.. 
-Ralph Waldo Emerson 
Future Plans: Attend college. 
Than I.. you to L.F .. K.L.M .. K.O .. 
T.B .. B.C .. and my parents for 
their wonderful suppon. 
HR 12: P 12: YB 12; LM 12; 
AFS 12: P 12: K 12: 09:ST 
9. 
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Eirik Kellogg 
Future Plans: Attend the .S. 
Coast Guard Academy and 
major in Marine cience or 
Engineering. 
HR 9,10.11,12: H Officer 
12; HH 9: P 9,10.11.12: 
EML 9.10,11.12 Capt 12; 
ML 9.10.11.12 Capt 12; Sp 
10.12: KC 9: SW 11.12: ST 
10,11; TN 9. 
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Megan Beenfeldt 
" ... We scorch the earth, Set Fire 
to the s!..y. Stoop so low to reach 
so high ... :" - 2 
Future Plans: To walk barefoot 
across the Australian outbac!.., 
then to NY to study music. 
HR 9,11,12: YB 9,10: LM 10: 
PM 12;09,11,12;AS&O 11,12; 
lnT9; T9. 
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'idson 
"Dare to di-,turb the silence." 
-G.Y.P. '91 
Future Plans: A whirlwind 50 
city \\Orld tour with a newly 
socially conscious Guns ' 
Roses. Then college or the 
Tennessee Auto/Diesel Repair 
chool. 
HR 9.10.11. HS 11,12: 
F'\AH 11,12: P 10.11.12: 
YB 9: FC 12: CA 10.11,12: 
BMC9.IO,II:PB9,IO.I I:BI..B 
9: lnTIO,ll: ST 9.10; SO 
9.10,11.12: T II. 
"One can never speak enough 
of the virtues, the dangers, the 
power of shared laughter." 
-Francois Sagun 
Future Plans: Going to Amherst 
to become a pillarofbrilliance 
-God loves ya! 
Thanks to Mum, Pop, Liza, 
Seth and Riley. Thanks Hoi 4 
everything. A.K., K.R., & 
L.M., I'll missyou 1 M.G.you're 
a true inspiration. 
HR 9,10,11,12: HS 11,12; 
GSDII;F HSII,I2;SC9,12: 
P 11.12: YB 12: LM 11,12; 
JP II: FC 12; SP 12; SW 
9,10,11,12; ST II; SO 
9,10,11,12. 
Amy ebb 
" o road is long without good 
company." - Anonymou> 
Future Plam: On to bigger and 
better things. 
I would likr to say thanks to 
Dad. Mum, Lissa, Matt, Jcn, 
and the rest of the gang. 
Co-op 12: SW 9; 0 9.10. 
nn Junkins 
"The knowledge of the world is 
only to be acquired in the world, 
and not in the closet." 
-Philip Stanhope 
Future Plans: Work. 
ley 
"There is no right or wrong, 
just different -,hades of rea-
son," 
l would like to say thanks to 
S.M .. W.W., A.W., SPAM, 
Woof, J.J .. Ruff us, Laura and 
Phil. 
P 11,12; YB 9,11; LM 
10.11.12: AFS 10,12: PM 12: 
X-C 9,10,11; SW 9: lnT 
9,10,11: ST9,10,11 12. 
Class of 1992 Class of 1992 
"?" 
Future Plans: Live life to 
fullest. 
I would like to say thanl..s to 
John. Mum, and Amy.! couldn't 
have made it without you and 
the restofthegang! And most of 
all, Dad. I love and miss you. 
Coop 12. 
Gary Ketchen 
"I like to con~ume, because if 
you don't, then it will consume 
you." -Poly Styrene 
Future Plans: Party!! Then at-
tend a technical college and go 
on to worl-: for GM. 
I would like to say thanks to 
L.T .. S.B .. T.M .. D.R .. , H.D .. 
and special thanl..s to Lori 
Denis. 
VocEd II: VC 12. 
Charles Richard 
echre t 
"I have great faith in fools. Self 
confidence my friends call it." 
-Edgar Allen Poe 
Future Plans: To become the 
next Leslie eilson. If that 
doesn 't work. I'll figure out the 
greatest mystel) ever. who shot 
Kennedy?! 
I would lil..e to than!... most of 
all. Alison. I love you bunches. 
Thanl..s toJ.P .. J.W .. M.S .. Mr. 
1. , A.H.M .. Mr. T .. Joe G .. Fro's 
Friends. Tracl..ies. and Dama. 
E\tended gratefulness Mom 
and Dad and Grandma. 
heerio 1HR 9.10.11.12: P 
11.12: SP 12: PM 11.12: DC 
11.12: CA 12: tnT 11.12 Capt. 
12: T 9.10.11.12: 0 
9.10,11.12. 
Katrina pitz 
HR 12: P 12: YS 12: LM 12: 
SC 11,12: AFS 11 ,12: DC 10: 
SPM 9,10: tnT 9,10,11,12: ST 
9,10,11.12. 
Holly St. 
"We may lose. we may win. but 
we will never be here again." 
-The Eagles 
Future Plans: Travel and go into 
the fashion business and hope-
fully one day be rich. 
Thanl..s Mum and Dad and 
Casey. L.M .. K.R .. T.M .. and 
D.H. 
SP 12: BI..B 11.12: SW9,10: T 
10.11 , 12: 0 9.10.11.12 Capt 
12. 
Class of 1992 Class of 1992 
Kurt Mabie 
ational Guard 11,12. 
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eila Nazzaro 
"So we beat on. boat' against 
the current, borne back cease-
lessly into the pa-,t" - F. Scou 
Fitzgerald "The Great Gatsby" 
Future Plans: Go to Bentley with 
Karen and Pal. Open a pet '>tore. 
I would like to than" Bud .. Pills. 
Ira, Private Eyes.lleftmymoney 
in Clinton! K.M.-gross! B.H .. 
M.W.-juke! .. G .. K.P.-Baxter' 
P.D. and to all the Nazzaros. 
HR 10.1 1,12: HS 12:GSD II; 
F HS 12: SC 9.10,11.12; YB 
12; JP II; FC 12: P 12: CS 
10. 11,12; FH 9.10.11. 
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Bruce Allen Hews Jr. 
rw.."'-"- "Anul athrak thas Bcthad 
dohial dienve." The charm of 
making Merlin the Wizard. 
Future Plans: College. 
pccial than"-s 10 J.E .. J.O .. 
M ... and D.B. 
VFB 10.11: B"-B 10.11 : BB 
10.11. 
Andrew D. Willette 
"Friend.,hip is the currency of 
life." -A.W. 
Future Plans: A four year col-
lege and a I i fe of happy bliss. 
HR 10: B D II; SC 10,11,12 
Pres 12: NP 12; JP II ; SP 12: 
CA I 0,1 1,12 ; ITreas 
9.10.11,12; ACS 12; C 12: FB 
9.10.11.12; BkB9,10: lnT II; 
BB 9.10.11,12. 
Leanne Warner 
"Don't wait foranswero,,justtake 
your chances ." -Bi lly Joel 
"II is all fun and games ... " -L. W. 
Future Plans: Go to college. 
major in veterinary science. and 
continue to complain forthe rest 
of my life. 
Thanks: K.A.-Swiss Rolls! 2 
live. Newonda. Buck . Ira. Pri -
vate Eyeo,! hippa 1 Food liang-
over! P.D .. Cheers a1 the Air-
port' The Coyote! The rest of 
my juvy friends! All the Ho's. 
see you around! 
IIR 9.12; NilS 12; GSD I I; P 
9,10.11.12: YS 9,10.11; JP II: 
SC 9; B 9.10.11.12; PB 
9,10,11,12; FH 9.10,tl; BkB 
9:.10.11; SB 9,10. 
Ali on J. Bayer 
"This is to anyone who hao, a 
learning disability ... "Don't let 
your disability get in your way. 
Let it make you a stronger 
learner." -A lison Bayer 
Future Plans: Go to 
Farmington. major in Special 
Education and play field hoc"ey 
and downhill ski in my freetime. 
I would like to thank . .. K.P .. 
J.T.. L.W .. S.G .. B.H .• J.B .• and 
A.Y. for all the laughs. R ..• 
thanks for pulling up with me. 
Special thanks to my bro- I love 
you. 
HR 9,10; SC II; NP 11,12; YB 
12 -Bus Mgr; VOICE 9.10,11: 
JP II;SP 12; PM II; A9.10.12: 
PH 12; B 9; PB 9; FH 9,1 0.1 1.12 
Capt 12; BkB 12; W 10; lnT9: 
SB 9: Tn 10,11.12; VC II. 
Thomas E. Anderson 
Future Plans: Make lots of 
money and live life to the full-
est 
Thanks to all that have helped 
me through the years. special 
to Mom and Melissa. I love 
you. 
Class of 1992 Class of 1992 
Elizabeth S. Halteman 
(Beef) 
"Until you make peace with who 
you arc. you'll never be content 
with what you have." 
-Doris Mortman 
Future Plans: To go to college 
and maybe play some soccer. 
And most of all. reach my "goal" . 
I would like to say thanks to 
Mom. Dad, A.Q., Y ... and J.P. 
for all the things you have given 
me to survive through a ll the 
problems we had. Special thanks 
to A.B .. S.N., L.W., K.M .. and 
J.T. for all the good memories 
we o,harcd , and for stic~ing with 
me through all the bad and good 
times. IIR9.10.11.12:1\11S 12:SC 
11.12: YB 10.11.12 Ed 12: JP II: SP 12. 
KC 10.11 VP II. Pre' 12: PI! 12: BlB 
9.10: lnT II: SB 9. 10.11.12: SO 9.10.11 
Cap! 12. 
Chris Ruge 
"There are no absolutes." 
Future Plans: To wreak chaos 
from order. 
I would like to say thanks to my 
parents (who made it all pos-
sible), Mr. Murdoch, certain 
members of the faculty, Y todos 
de los pato azuces. 
IIR 9,10; LM 9; SC 10,11,12: 
DC 10; YT9; XC 10; IT9,10; 
ST 10. 
Laura Lynn Chase 
"Expose yourse l fto your deep-
est fear; after that. fear has no 
power, and the fear of freedom 
shrinks and vanishes." 
-Jim Morrison 
Future Plans: English teacher 
and a \Hiler. 
Coop 12. 
erine L. Poulsen 
" ever deprive anyone of hope: 
it may be all they have." 
-H. Jackson Brown J.R. 
"It's the o,oul afraid of dying that 
never learns to live." 
-Bette Midler 
" uts." - Kayte Poulsen 
Future Plans: College. 
I would like to say thanks for 
everything to R.S., .G., J.B., 
A.B., L.M.,and M.W.Good luck 
.L. 1 Paul; wotnolai morlfwx! 
S. .. beware of B's with slash-
ers' B.A.: Buck! Thanks M. and 
D. I love you. 
YB 12; JP II; SP 12; FH 
10.11,12Capt 12: XC9; BkB 9; 
SW 10.11; SB 9.10. 
Karen Rosebush 
" ncontrollable laughter arose 
among the blessed gods." 
-Homer 
Future Plan : Field Hockey and 
College. 
I would e'>peciall) like to thank 
D.Y. and B.Y. for all their sup-
port, understanding and most of 
all their love. M.K. . thanks for 
all of the laugh and the encour-
agement. God loves you; A. Y., 
C.W .. H . .. J.B .. Fro, ~un~y. 
L.M .. Eiri~. 
HR 10: SP 12; CA 12: FH 
9.10.11.12 Capt 12: lnT 
9.10.11.12 Capt 12: ST 
9.10.11.12. 
Class of 1992 Class of 1992 
Jo hua Murdoch 
Horton 
"The mind is a deep darl.. place 
where the lonely man res ideo,." 
Future Plans: I'm going to 
Bangor with Mikey and John. 
Thanks for changing my life 
C.W .. J.J., and for helping me 
through J.B. Thanks to L.J .. 
C.R., .B .. M.l., S.M., L.T .. 
J.T .. L.Z., maybe J.B. Special 
tahnks to J.J., C.W .. and .G. 
for making me grow up. 
NEML 10: W 10.11.12: SO 
9.10.11,12. 
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Brandee Trask 
"One of the most pleasant things 
in the world is goingon a jour-
ne). but I'd like to go b) self. " 
-William Hazlin 
Future Plans: College. travel. 
li,e. 
Special thanks to S.C .. V.B .. 
and S.G. 
CA I 0: K I 1,12; Coop I I. 12. 
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mons 
ot until the fire is dying in 
the grate . look we for any kin-
ship >with the \tar. " -Meredith 
Plans: Fire fighter/ 
Jr Fire Dept 9. 10, 11,12 Capt 
12; Voc d I I; XC 9.10,11; 
BkB 9. 
Leigh Small 
"Advice is seldom welcome: 
and those who want it the most 
always lil;e it the lea.,t. " 
-Lord Chesterfield 
I would like to say thanks to 
M.O .. and T.P. for everything. 
and to the re.,t of the gang. I 
love you all. 
I is Sagaree Kati 
Bell- mith 
"Feed your head." 
-Jefferson Airplane 
Future Plans: To buy a van and 
drive. drive. drive,searching for 
enlightenment under small rocb 
;md cacti. 
P II; LM II; PM9, 1'0. 11; DC 
9 , 10.11 ; P 12: CA 9 , 10: CH 
9.10.11. 
Lori Denis 
KC 9.10,11: VC 9. 
Mark Severance 
"Try not to take life too seri-
ously. You're not going to get 
out of it alive anyway." 
-Carl Douglas 
Future Plans: To write an auto-
biography. 
HR 9 . 11: OM 9: Junior Fire 
Dept 10,11.12: FB 10.11.12: 
BkB 9 , 10: ST 10. 
Class of 1992 Class of 1992 
Sarah Chase 
Angela Turner 
"Every man who ri'>C'> above 
the common level has received 
two educations: the first from 
hi-, teachers. the second him-
self." -Edward Gibbon 
Future Plans: Go to college. 
YB II ; PS IO,II:JP li ;CA 
9,1l:K 11 , 12;BM 9.10.11: 
Pb9.10, li:SW9:V 10.11.12. 
Andreas David Galeati 
"Character -One must solve this 
paradox, if he is himself. opens 
to others, it can be revealed in 
trusting fricnd<,hip." -Andy G. 
Future Plans: College. Marry a 
princess. so I won't have to work. 
La<,t resort: Mafia. 
IIR 9.10: NP 12; YB 12: FB 
9.10,11.12: BkB 9.10.11,12 
apt 12. 
"Love i'> a friend. a fire. a heaven, 
a hell v.here pleasure. pain and 
sad repentance dwell. " -J.S.G. 
Seniors Without Photos 
Future Pl ans: Go to school. get 
married. and have !..ids. 
I would li!..e to sa} thanks to all 
my friends , than!..s for bcu1g 
there to make me laugh, you're 
wonderful. J.S .G. -you're the 
best! You 're always there to 
make my life happ) and inter-
esting. I love you. 
KC II. 
HR 
H 
DAR 
MSF 
BSD 
G D 
F HS 
sc 
p 
Honor Roll 
ational Honor Society 
Good Citizen Award 
ational Merit 
Semi-Finalist 
Boys State Delegate 
Girls State Delegate 
French ational Honor 
Society 
tudent Council 
ewspaper 
Yem·book 
KEY TO ACTIVITIES 
AFS 
SP 
SPM 
DC 
CA 
K 
CP 
CYP 
cs 
CT 
B 
FS Club 
Senior Play 
School Plays and 
Musicals 
Drama Club 
Cabaret 
Key Club 
Clas President 
Class Vice President 
Class Secretary 
Class Treasurer 
Band 
Christian Johnson 
Greg Kinerson 
sw 
lnT 
IH 
BB 
T 
B 
XC 
so 
wim Team 
Indoor Track 
Ice Hockey 
Baseball 
Spring Track 
oftball 
Cross Country 
occer 
Tennis 
Cheering 
Peer Helper 
Intramural YB 
LM 
EML 
SML 
JP 
Literary Magazine 
ew England Math League 
State Math League 
PB 
CH 
0 
FB 
Fll 
Bk.B 
Pep Band 
Chorus 
Orchestra 
Football 
Field Hockey 
Basketball 
T 
vc 
PH 
lnt 
OM 
Jr.FD 
AStC 
Olympics of the Mind 
Junior Fire Department 
FC 
Sp 
Junior Prom Committee 
French tub 
Spanish tub 
Class of 1992 Class of 1992 
StO 
AstB 
II State Chorus 
II tate Orchestra 
II tate Band 
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Mrs. Lyndes' third grade class. +++ 
Jeff Walker reinacts his "Superman" role. ++ 
Old friend Li a Ouelette and Liza Marzilli smile for the +++ 
camera, but we're not sure what Heather McAfferty's 
doing. 
Andrew Bayer, Jamie Beaudoin, Charlie Poole and Andy + 
Galeati prepare to go on tour. 
Jenn Robinson, Dawn Bickford and Andrea Small take + 
time out of class for a snapshot. 
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+ Liza Flemming and Su an Murphy pose for "Vogue". 
+ B.J. Hews attempts to deter John Lummpio from 
breaking into his locker. 
++The Bean twins gear up for the up-coming blizzard. 
+ + Rick Sechrest tries to 
convince Ali on Bayer 
that her frosted fro is just 
not her. 
+ ot yet wide awake, 
Leanne Warner and 
heila Nazzaro are 
shocked to find themselves 
on Candid Camera. 
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Jenny Tyler ask if he is also + 
part of the raffle. 
Je ica Sader - "Perhaps I + 
hould repeat my elf." 
Breaking from hi cia se , Eirik + + 
Kellogg fla he hi stud look. 
Not satisfied with his weight + 
room workout, Andy Galeati 
attempt to do crunche under-
water for a firmer stomach. 
Holly St. Germaine, Liza + + 
Marzilli and Kayte Poulsen -
" Excu e me, what school did 
you say you went to?" 
Laura Fabri patiently awaits the + 
latest issue of" inside". 
Jen Robinson, Missy Olesky, ++ 
Amy Webb, Andrea Small and 
Tanya Pinkham enjoy a mid-
afternoon siesta. 
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+ + All decked out in her GI Joe head-
gear, Amy Yerxa is in shock after 
swallowing a plastic hand grenade. 
+ A younger Jocie Badger and Trihn 
Dang. 
+ + Amy Hakola, Lori Denis and Tanya 
Pinkham show their upport for the 
OHS football team. 
+ Jeff Walker wonders why Alison Bayer 
and Leanne Warner really have their 
mouths open wide. 
++ Asa Adams science campers. 
+ These two tuckered soul (Alii on 
Bayer and Karen Murray) dream 
away about June 14, 1992. 
+ + Summer time fun. 
+ The "Pointer Brother "Jav 
Vetelino, undance Campbell, Andy 
Willette and David Be t. 
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Aimee Small pose for a formal + 
shot before a night out. 
Jen Tyler checks out the + + 
temperature before sliding in. 
Charlie Poole, Andy Galeati, + 
Andrew Bayer and Paul Devoe 
take a break from the sun and 
relax with a game of checker . 
Andrea Small and Tanya + 
Pinkham - Senior friends. 
Wendie Welch puts a huge++ 
smile on her face as she 
reaches the top. 
Josh Horton enjoys his quarter + 
pounder and cheese after a 
hard day's work. 
Leanne Warner waits to++ 
indulge in her "Sweet Sixteen" 
birthday cake. 
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++Jamie Beaudoin and Jay Vetelino 
share a pre-game "five." 
+ Karen Rosebush and Katrina Opitz 
look wide-eyed into the camera. 
+ + Dawn Bickford and Alison Bayer talk 
with their coach. 
+ Charlie Poole recharge his "eye-
balls." 
++ The "BAD NEWS" Yankees. 
+As fre hmen, Sara Gardner, Jocie 
Badger, Liza Marzilli and Sheila 
Nazzaro discovered that the be t 
times were in the locker room. 
+ + Andy Willette, Kayte Pout en, Mary 
McHenry and Susan Murphy pose 
for Amy Yerxa's birthday party. 
+ Susan Murphy and Liza Flemming 
engaged in small talk. 
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Compliments of 
Mr. and Mrs. Don Nevells 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ferguson 
Leslie and Jack Flemming 
Bruce and Terry Locke 
Kristie Locke '91 
Fred and Lynne Jamison 
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Grant 
Ellie and Gig McAlpine 
The Hite Family 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Bagle 
Mr. and Mrs. James McCiymer 
Mr. and Mrs. James Umel 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Churchill 
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Crawford 
Mrs. Laurie Myers 
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin MacNevin 
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Gavett 
Mrs. Newcomb 
Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Harrison 
Dr. Beverly Sauer 
Diane Jaeckel 
The Mountcastle Family 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Fletcher 
Mr. and Mrs. Harley Watts 
Mr. and Mrs. Ira LePage 
Mr. and Mrs. James Garland 
Mr. and Mrs. John Ford 
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Kleban 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Walker 
Mr. and Mrs. William Elsemore 
Dr. James Westhoven 
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Hews 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Yeakley 
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Sprague 
Claire and John McDonough 
Ann and Stephen Hannigan 
Barbara Sechrest & Ransford Lee 
J. Zoerheide and B. Mudgett 
Mr. amd Mrs. Alan Butler 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Zeph 
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Kopec 
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Webb 
Mr. and Mrs. Don Willette 
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Beenfeldt 
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Barnard 
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Garthwait 
Mr. and Mrs. David Barker 
Mr. and Mrs. James Parker 
Mr. Harold Read 
Mr. Kevin Wentworth 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Thomas 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Manzo 
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Collins 
Bill and Debbie Armstrong 
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Polyot 
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Smith 
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Sader 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Monberg 
Portraits Weddings Yearbooks 
60 North Main Street 
Old Town, Maine 
Meet NoW 
"MedNow 
cares-for us!" 
(207) 827 - 4550 
303 MAIN STREET, ORONO, MAINE 866· 5561 
5 MINI'TE URIVE f-k( 1M HiE BANGOR MALL 
A M•mbtr of Flffl!NorJiar Fu'fnctal Group 
Member FDIC Equal Housing Ltnder '9' 
OPEN2NIGHTS 
Dinner Served Daily 4-10 pm 
HAPPY HOUR Nachos in Lounge 
Mon.-Fri. 4-7 pm 
TAKE-OUT ORDERS AVAILABLE 
15 Mill St., Orono, Maine · 866·4863 
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Congratulations 
CLASS OF 1992 
from 
MARKP.BOYD 
D.D.S. 
133 Center Street, Bangor 0440 I 
(207) 942 - 8815 
CLARK-PIPER CHAPEL- Brewer 
LaBEAU CHAPEL- Orono 
18 MILL STREET 
ORONO 
866·3550 
CONGRATULATIONS 
CLASS OF 
1992 
Congratulations 
to the 
Class of 1992 
OLD TOWN LODGE NO. 1287 
BENEVOLENT AND PROTECTIVE ORDER OF ELXS 
OLD TOWN, MAl NE 04468 
2 Mill St. 
Orono, Me. 
04473 
BEST WISHES 
FOR THE CLASS 
1992 
A Complete Printing and 
Copy Service 
(207) 
866-7003 
VISIT US IN 
ORONO 
YARMOUTH 
AUGUSTA 
AUBURN 
PORTLAND 
TOPSHAM 
FARMINGTON 
SCARBOROUGH 
PEMBROKE PINES (FL.) 
THORNTON'S 
AUTO REPAIR 
251 S. Main St. 
OCd Town, Maine 
04468 
Phone: 827-7705 
STANDARD SHOES 
Downtown Mall 
Bangor Mall 
Airport Mall 
Wate1Ti!le 
Compliments of 
6 14 Broadway 
Bangor, Maine 0440 l 
Tel. 947 - 8631 
Compfiments of 
MILLER DRUG 
210 State St rut 
BaJ190T1 Maine 04401 
For Defive.ry of 
YoUT Heafth Ne.e.tfs in 
T~ Orono Area 
947-8369 
Congratulation 
to the 
Class of 1992 
rt=-.-.;::,t-
1 
WllHil HI= 
liWlilllHIJI= 
[ 
[ 
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JJ J J ;r i J J JJ 
J J JJ 
JJ JJ ;x: 
Curtis & Griffin 
Attorneys-At-Law 
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the Store 
Gourmet Coffees, Bulk 
Grains, Spices, Imported Cheeses, 
Unusual Ice Creams, Baked Goods. 
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22 MILL ST 
ORONO 
MAINE 
866-4592 
& 
d\MPERSAND 
CARDS & GIFTS 
CONGRATULATIONS 
CLASS OF 1992 
L&A 
MARKET 
44 Main Street 
Orono, Maine 04473 
(207) 866 - 5900 
Mill Street 
Orono 
SUNRISE 
MATERIALS 
Division of 
the 
Lane Construction 
Corporation 
PO Box 250 
Orono, Maine 04473 
(207) 866 - 2194 
( ITCITIIA ..... 
Ill~ 
Art 
Etcetera 
- Art supplies 
-Drafting Supplies 
- Posters 
- Prints 
- Original Paintings 
- Cu tom Framing 
- Maine Artists Gallery 
19 Mill Street 
Orono, Maine 0440 I 
(207) 866 - 3221 
Proprietor: Frank Williams ---
Whether you're 
a whitewater explorer 
or a weekend ~ddler, 
this nameplate 
identifies tlie best 
canoe you can own. 
Canoes for fishing, camping, lake paddling, 
long distance touring and wilderness 
tripping. From Old Town, the Quality Canoe. 
Old Town Canoe Company, 
58 Middle Street, 
Old Town, ME 04468 207/827-5514 
Come See Your Credit Union 
For Summertime Fun 
Summert1me will be here before you 
know 1t' So come 1n today and take 
advantage of our Low Loan Rates on 
Boats, Campers, and RV's and be ready 
for some summert1me fun! 
university of maine credit umon 
P 0 Bo~ 279 • R•ngeley Ro•d ~ 
Orono. MJ•nt 0447' cu 
11071 581 1459 • l..ti0)..696...UMCU 
------ (Wat.hinMatne) __ 
SPECIALIST IN RESIDENTIAL 
GARDENS AND 
ORNAMENTAL GARDENS 
866-3448 
CORNER OF FOREST AND STILLWATER AVES. 
Compliments of----
Howland's Printing 
Business Cards to Books 
Wedding Invitations 
Prompt & Dependable Service 
827-3804 
Congratulations 
Class of 1992 
Compliments of 
CANTEEN 
GAMES· MUSIC 
I ,.. IALL I TV GAIIU I'OOL & SOCCER ARCADE GAIIU JUKE IOXU 
244 PEI\RV ROAO 
BANGO II CANTEEN 
COMPLETE FOOOIVEJIOIJIG SERVICE 
THE HAIR AFTER 
3 Mill Street 
Orono 
Precision Style Cuts 
866-4647 
Open 
Mon.-Sat 
Evenings 
by Appt. 
TANNING BEDS 
·'-
Telephone JOHN MARKO 
(207)866-4921 Manager 
JIFFY PRINT INC. 
- 20 Years of Excellence • 
Letterheads • Labels 
Business Cards • Envelopes 
Carbonless Business Forms 
Magnetic Signs • Notary 
GOOD LUCK 
RED RIOTS! 
Telephone 947-4490 
FAX 947-4400 
499 Broadway • Bangor ME 
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----- Compliment of-----
Dana C. Devoe - 1951 
Joseph P. Devoe - 1981 
Robert A. Devoe - 1984 
Mary C. Devoe-Sawyer - 1984 
Elizabeth Devoe, R.N. - 1986 
Therese Devoe - 1989 
Paul C. Devoe - 1992 
JOHN T. CYR & SONS, INC. 
160 Gilman Falls Ave. 
P.O. Box 368 
Old Town, Maine 04468 
827-2335 
Coaches 
CHARLES M. VEEDER 
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Certified 
Public Accountant 
6 State Street 
P.O. Box 254 
Bangor, ME 0440 I 
942-2024 
827-5286 
School Buses 
22 . Main Street 
Old Town, Maine 04469 
827- 8201 
"The El'erything Soccer Store" 
UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE 
A full service bookstore 
providing products & services 
to a university community 
Textbooks General 
Out-of-Print Searches Used Books 
Engineering and General Supplies 
Home-Cooked: MeaLs, Home-Like Atrtwspliere 
Approved' for Meaica.re aru! Meaica.U! 
100 Bea Intermediate Care 
12 Bea Skilled Care Facility 
Open Admisswn PoUc.y 
Wiffiam C. Sliirfey, 
Administrator 
EOE 
THE 
ORONO BOOSTERS 
CLUB 
SALUTES THE 
Best Wishes to the Class of 1992 
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OLD TOWN FUEL & BLDG. 'SUPP. CO. 
opon7 :Jo . sMon.· Fri. Your <t~~ Home Center 
Sat. 7:30 • 4 
Where You'll Find EVERYTHING For The Home 
FREE DELIVERIES WITHIN A FIFTEEN MILE RADIUS 
FUEL OIL - RANGE OIL - LP GAS 
827-4476 
----- Compliments of-----
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DAWSON & BRADFORD 
Local Real Estate "Do-It- Yourself Headquarters" 
& 
Insurance Agency Paint- Glass Cutting- Window Repair- Lumber 
50 Main treet 
Orono, Maine 04473 
866-5571 
Open 7 Days a Week 
(Sunday 9 - 2) 
Mill Street, Orono 
~1-AOif~ <~' 866-5505 ~ 
Delivery • Dine-In • Take-Out 
----------
154 Park Street, Orono • 866-5505 
The Flower Shop 
of Orono 
38 Main Street 
Orono, Maine 04473 
(207) 866 - 3557 
WE DELIVER BEARS 
FOR EVERY OCCASION 
._. "B.,._ fl Jaua" To~l 
Sue Chandler 
866-0414 
46 Main St. • Orono. Moine 04473 
866- 7811 
Compliments of 
Doug's Shop 'N Save 
We're right down the road 
to your future. 
Wlere service means everything.":" 
529 Stillwater Avenue 
Old Town, Maine 04468 
827-2700 
Best Wishes 
to the 
Class of 1992 
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Odds and Ends 
Luke Stinson and -t++ 
Jon Kill. 
Chris Benjamin, + 
Vincent Marzilli, 
Jeff Shorette, Matt 
Westhoven 
Marc Halstead and + + 
Jay Vetelino. 
Eirik Kellogg, Liz + 
Florey, Amy 
Junkins, Michelle 
Blaskey. 
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Bob Dylan 
+ Kurt Mabie, Robert 
Drake, Charles Scholler. 
++ Aubrey Ingraham, Matt 
Kleban. 
+ Senior Football Team 
Members. 
+++ Amber and Dawn 
Gagnon. 
+++ Tracy Sargent, Susan 
Murphy, Amy Arm trong 
and Amy Wlodarski. 
++ April Collins, Karen 
Rosebush, Hobbes Yerxa. 
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BJ Hew and Joey Ouellette. + 
Jay Vetelino, Paul Devoe, Charlie + 
Poole, and Andrew Bayer. 
Fre hmen Beach Party. ++ 
Beth Halteman, Amy Yerxa,Jocie ++ 
Badger and Andy Willette. 
Kristen Veeder, Darci Umel, Jody + 
Eddy, and Steph Tyrell. 
Andy Galeati. + 
Sarah ewcomb. + + 
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+ James Dyment. 
+ Casey Watts and Jocie Badger. 
++ Dennis Bean, Daniel Bean and BJ 
Hews. 
++++ Andy Willette. 
+++ Webster Park in June. 
SCHOOL'S OUT!! 
Alice Cooper 
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1992 
Crirn, on Crier 
Editor 
Elizabeth Halteman 
tudent Business Manager 
Ali on Bayer 
Editorial taff 
Kayte Poulsen 
Liza Marzilli 
Amber Gagnon 
Karen Murray 
Advertising 
Karen Ro ebush 
Computer 
Scott Day 
Photography 
J and M Studio, 
Amy Arm trong 
Advi or/Financial Manager 
Roanne E. Marzilli 
Special thanks 
to 
Mr. V. Marzilli 
Liza Marzilli and Beth Halteman sort through photos for 
the best pix. 
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For Ka~·tc Poulsen and Alison Ba~·er, snacks are an 
important part of an~· ~·carbook work session. 




